
COUNCIL MINUTES 
December 20, 2010 

 
The regular Council Meeting was held on Monday, December 20, 2010  at 7:00 PM in the Euclid 
Municipal Center Council Chamber. Council President Holzheimer Gail presided. 
 
Members Present:  Gilliham, Scarniench, O’Neill, Wojtila, Langman, Van Ho, Holzheimer Gail. 
  Excused:  Jones (came in late), Minarik 
Councilwoman Scarniench moved to excuse Councilwoman Jones and Councilwoman Minarik.     
Councilman Gilliham seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Councilwoman Jones is on her way, she was late getting out of work but will 
be here shortly and Councilwoman Minarik is dealing with the death of a close friend so we send out 
thoughts and prayers to her during this difficult time.   
 
Others Present:  Mayor Cervenik, Law Director Frey, CS&ED Director Pietravoia, Finance Director 
Brett, Service Director Smith,  Recreation Director Will, Police Chief Repicky, Fire Chief Cosgriff, Asst. 
Director Bock, Mr. Sonnhalter, Clerk of Council Cahill. 
 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Councilman O’Neill moved to receive and approve without objection a transfer of C1, C2 liquor permit 
from Revco Discount Drug Centers, Inc., to Ohio CVS Stores DBA CVS Pharmacy 3338; 22001 Lake 
Shore Blvd.  Councilman Van Ho seconded.  Roll Call:  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Police Chief Repicky – No problems with that transfer. 
 

COUNCIL MINUTES 
Councilwoman Scarniench moved to receive the Council Minutes of December 6, 2010.  Councilman 
Wojtila seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 
ADMINISTRATION REPORTS & COMMUNICATIONS 

Mayor Cervenik and Chief Repicky administered the Oath of Office to four new entry level Police 
Officers that are filling spots of either retired officers or those two officers that are right now fighting 
overseas. Mayor Cervenik and Chief Repicky called up each individual and their families to administer 
the oath to: Kenneth Horna #1; Mark Buehner #7; Trevor Thomas #30 and 
Tyler Doerr #31. 
 
Mayor Cervenik presented the 2010 Distinguished Service Award to Mac Stephens. 
Mayor Cervenik presented the 2010 Best Cost Reduction Award to Matthew Mizak. 
Mayor Cervenik presented the 2010 Best Innovation Award to Ella Modic. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – In Senior Programs Terah McNeal will be leaving us on December 31, 2010.  We wish 
her the best in all of her future endeavors.  In order to replace her, I had conversations with Director Will.  
We wish Terah the best.  I just felt that we needed to go in a slightly different direction and I sat and 
talked with Kathy Will and I really felt that Kathy’s skills and her energy and her ability to work with 
volunteers and to bring excitement to programs is just what Senior Programs needed to bring it to a new 
level in the City of Euclid and Kathy graciously accepted that offer.  I am really, really looking forward to 
the work that goes on at the Senior Center.  We thank you for everything you’ve done on the Recreation 
Dept. and if you do half as much at Senior Programs that you did for Recreation, it is going to be a great 
place to retire.  We wish you the best of luck.  Let’s give Kathy a round of applause.  She will have some 
things to say as well. 
 In Kathy’s place, Kathy will be senior programs manager.  In Recreation I talked with Mac 
Stephens and he has agreed to assume the leadership of the Recreation staff and programs and he will be 
serving as Recreation Program and Activities Manager.  You heard a little bit about what I said about Mac 
tonight.  Mac will be able to fill in and do the operations and really lead our programs further and we’re 
looking forward to working with Mac as well. Part of the reason we have two managers and we will not 
have a Recreation Director right now and that isn’t unusual because up until 1984 there was not a 
Recreation Director per se.  We are also working on transferring the Parks Maintenance staff in with 
Public Buildings under the Service Department, Streets, Sewers and Building Dept., so that we have a lot 
more flexibility in getting our people out to do what really needs to be done.  In fact we have a meeting 
set tomorrow with both of the unions, we have both Teamsters and AFSCME members involved.  They 
have told us that they will work with us to make that happen.  This is not an amazingly new idea; many, 
many cities have both departments Recreation Maintenance and Service and Building all combined 
together under their Service Dept. and we feel it would be a success. 
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 With those responsibilities being taken out of the Recreational program, plus the fact that with the 
addition of the Development Director at Shore, through part of the five year strategic plan, we feel that 
both of those departments will work very well with a program manager.  Again, we will be monitoring 
these changes very closely.  All of the staff will be working with Ms. Will and Mac Stephens to help 
them, it is a learning process for everyone.  But we really look forward to in the future and again I can’t 
thank them enough and I guess you’ve had a lot of fun this week with the seniors at Senior Programs for 
the most part, they are a good group of people.   
 A couple of other announcements, the post office on Shore Center Drive will be closed February 
18, 2011.  I talked with the people in charge today and they told me that it is a final decision.  They 
informed me that we should feel ourselves being very fortunate that we have not one but two post offices 
in the City of Euclid.  I tried to explain what is going on in Downtown, the post office would benefit from 
our new activities and vice versa.  He has assured me that a Supervisor from this area will be calling 
because they have what’s called a contract postal unit that would be located inside a business’ lobby or a 
certain section and it could still provide many of the postal services in downtown Euclid that we’re used 
to now.  Some of the other issues that came up was that they have lease issues that played into this and the 
lease on Lakeland was considerably longer, could not be changed at any time soon.  So at least we got two 
out of three and that’s better as he said than some communities have.  They base their decision somewhat 
on the financial performance of the various branches.  As I said some of the lease issues, as well as a 
survey that was filled out by the residents and users of the post office.  That decision is final.  
  It is our understanding and our firm belief that the HELP foundation which just opened up the 
second wing, they own that building now, it is our hope that they will expand a little bit more into the post 
office building so it will not be creating a vacancy for us.  
 Garbage and streetlight billing came on people’s tax bills today and there’s been some confusion.  
I’m going to try to clear it up if I can.  On the tax bill itself, there’s a line that says special assessments 
that includes the $54 first half, $54.54 because the County charges a 1% fee.  And the 1.34 mil streetlight 
assessment is shown on your bill as assessments but it is both of them combined.  If you go on the website 
you will see the breakdown and it is exactly as was passed by City Council and it has people confused a 
little bit because it is a total number that they don’t separate out assessments. 
 The second thing is some people say the taxes are a year behind, yes they are, but the assessments 
are not.  In 2010 the residents paid at most the maximum charge of $54 the first half of the year and $54 
the second half of the year.  They will be doing the same on the real estate tax bill.  The first bill will be 
$54 and the 1%, 54 cents.  Then your bill that will be due in July will have the other charge to it for the 
second half of the year.  Over the two years you would have paid no more than $108.   
 As we talked we wished that when the trash fee was put into effect we could have in 2010 added it 
to the real estate tax bill but all must be turned in before September of the prior year so we had to do the 
in-house billing which was something of a project but we did get it done.  If you have any other questions 
or other explanations, please call my office at 289-2751 and I will try to explain to you.  I know some 
people don’t have internet at home, I can pull it up on my screen and we can explain the different charges.  
You are being charged for the 2011 street lighting and garbage fee on your tax bill.  You’re being charged 
for the 2010 taxes on the tax duplicate itself.  It works out that you’re paying $108 a year.   
 The other slight glitch we had today, really wasn’t a glitch it was more of a misunderstanding is 
for vacant properties that legislation had a 50% reduction for those with vacant properties.  The form to 
qualify for vacant properties must be filled out each year.  We cannot assume that that property is staying 
vacant forever.  I think I sent you all an email on the process.  The legal owner must come in and fill out 
or they can provide in person or by mail the completed notarized form just as they did last year stating 
that the property is vacant. They are actually under oath saying it is vacant.  The real estate taxes on the 
property must be paid up to date and on time including all assessments for garbage and street lighting.  
The staff will follow up on examination of the parcel number on the County Auditor’s website.  If the 
taxes and assessments are paid late or not in full there will not be a refund issued.  Obviously because we 
didn’t get paid.  The first half refunds for those with vacant properties, after that has been checked out 
will be issued in March 2011.  The second half billing, again the staff will verify that all real estate taxes 
and all assessments on that parcel are paid and they’re paid on time, again using the County website, 
again no refunds will be issued if the taxes aren’t paid or they’re paid late.  For the second half of the year 
you will receive your refund check in September.  This affects approximately 300-350 properties.  It is a 
little bit of an administrative nightmare but we feel that by issuing the checks at once in a batch it will be 
workable.  Each person that has a vacant home, if any time during the year that home becomes occupied 
they are required to inform Finance Dept. that it is occupied and they will bill them for those occupied 
months.  Hopefully that will straighten out a little bit of what’s been going on.  If Council has any 
questions, let me know, call my office, let your residents know but that’s how the whole thing is working.  
I hope that helps explain what some people have been asking. 
 Last but not least, I just want to wish everybody a Merry Christmas, a holiday season and a very, 
happy and healthy and let’s all hope a very prosperous New Year for 2011.   
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Director Will – I have two last short announcements.  Just to remind everybody that the Euclid High 
School pool is currently closed due to the holidays.  We will reopen for our swimming programs on 
Monday, January 3rd.  The C.E. Orr ice arena will be closed this Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday; 23rd, 
24th, 25th and 26th.  Also on December 31st and January 1st for the holiday season.  We will have special 
public skates on Monday, December 27th, December 28th and December 30th from 1:30 until 3:00.  On 
Tuesday December 28th we will have a session from 7-8:30 and on Wednesday December 29th, the 
session will be from noon until 3:00 PM.  General admission is $6 and skate rental is $2.50.  If you have 
any questions in regards to the ice arena, call 289-8649. 
 With that said, that will be my last announcement as the Parks & Recreation Director.  However, I 
want to remind the Mayor that prior to each council meeting you know you’ll get an email from me with 
my announcements for the senior center so you can make them.  You couldn’t have a meeting without 
some type of announcement from me.   
 With that said, I would like to take this opportunity to personally thank the Mayor for the last six 
and a half years and plus for allowing me the opportunity to serve the residents as the Director.  It has 
been an adventure, it has been fun.  I have been with the Rec Dept. for almost 26 years now and I have 
enjoyed every minute of it.  I am excited about my new position at the Senior Center.  I look forward to 
everybody coming over there and visiting me and talking about some new program ideas that I have.  I 
never would have made it this far without all of your support.  To all the Directors and Chiefs, thank you.  
I really appreciate it.  I know Mac will do a fantastic job.  I look at it as this is just another journey in my 
life that I am taking and I’m thrilled that the Mayor gave me this opportunity.   
 Thank you especially to the residents and to my family and friends for allowing me to be the 
Director and be away from home.  I’m glad now that I will be able to spend a lot more time with my 
daughter Ashley, so I’m very happy about that.  Anybody that is out there that is 60 and over, please come 
visit the center, I’ll give you a tour, I’ll give you some of my ideas.  My new number as of January 3rd 
will be 289-2985.  Again, come on down to the Center.  
  I’d like to take the last opportunity to thank the staff that I’ve had the chance to work with.  
Maintenance staff, Joe, Chris and Marcia; the administration staff here Ben, Verna, Annemarie.  
Especially Valerie, she’s gotten my through a lot of tough times and has kept the office laughing and of 
course there’s Mac who has taken a wonderful step and has been a huge asset.  I know I would be here 
without them.  I will say, Happy Holidays to everybody and end my announcements as the Parks & 
Recreation Director and thank you again everybody for everything. 
 
Director Smith – Week #3 is underway for curbside recycling program.  I’m glad to announce in Week 
#1, 28 tons were collected.  In week #2, 32 tons were collected.  Some recycling bins have come up 
missing and I would strongly encourage and recommend that you place your name and address upon the 
containers with a permanent type marker just to ensure that they do not become lost.  With the holiday 
season upon us, please keep in mind that we can accept all types of paper, wrapping paper included and 
any cardboard boxes as well.  This is in addition to the other specified recyclable items.  Trash collection 
and recycling collection will occur on schedule this week.  One point that I would like to clarify.  I know 
we’ve had a number of calls with regards to trash being picked up at a certain time and the recyclables 
being picked up at a different time.  Two different crews.  J&J continues with the standard curbside 
collection and a city crew is performing the recyclable collection. 
 Also last week I would like to inform everyone that we had a meeting with Ohio Solar 
Cooperative and we were informed the rooftop solar installation will begin the week of January 10th and 
will take approximately 45 days to complete.  At that time we will be capitalizing on a green energy for 
many years to come.  It is a very exciting time for the city with that particular project. 
 Also the Downtown GCRTA project continues along. Much activity has occurred over the last 90 
days including decorative walls, walk and much landscaping. Installation of the bus shelters took place 
today and the balance of the work is anticipated to be completed within the next 30 days with any 
necessary touch up work occurring in the Spring as weather permits.  That concludes my announcements. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – That concludes reports and communications from the administration for the year 2010. 

REPORTS & COMMITTEE MINUTES 
Councilwoman Scarniench moved to receive the Police Report of November 2010; Recreation 
Commission Min. of September 28, 2010:  Board of Control Min. of 11/29/10 and 12/6/10.  Councilman 
O’Neill seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Lot Split: 
Council should approve or overrule Planning and Zoning Commission’s approval of an application 
submitted by Frank Pietravoia, Director of City of Euclid’s Community Services & Economic 
Development Department, requesting a lot split of one parcel formerly Permanent Parcel No. 644-06-002, 
003, 004, 005, and 006,  located at 24451 Lake Shore Boulevard, currently an 8.8517 acre site.  The new 
irregularly shaped parcel, listed as Parcel A will be 348,628 square feet at 8.0034 acres and the irregularly 
shaped parcel, listed as Parcel B will be 36,951 square feet at 0.8483 acres, per plans submitted. 
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Director Pietravoia –  Just a brief report from the Planning & Zoning Commission.  They had on the 14th 
of this month passed both items that are on the Agenda tonight unanimously with a recommendation for 
approval from Council.  If you’ll recall when we passed legislation not to long ago for both the purchase 
of land along the lakefront and the donation of land this step tonight is in relation to the donation of 
property from Coastline Investments, also doing business as K&D Group.   
 The next step in the process will be to officially file this plat once it is approved by the city.  
We’re also working on an access easement agreement with K&D until such time as we develop the 
parcels.  They’ll provide us a perpetual easement on their property to allow us access to the split parcels.  
Other than that it is pretty straight forward and the next positive step in the process for our waterfront 
improvement plan. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Any questions from Council? 
 
Councilman Wojtila moved to sustain Planning & Zoning Commission’s approval of the above stated lot 
split.  Councilman O’Neill seconded. 
Roll Call:  Yeas:  Gilliham, Jones, O’Neill, Wojtila, Langman, Van Ho, Holzheimer Gail 
Sustained. 
 
Lot Split: 
Council should approve or overrule Planning and Zoning Commission’s approval of an application 
submitted by Frank Pietravoia, Director of City of Euclid’s Community Services & Economic 
Development Department, requesting a lot split of one parcel formerly Permanent Parcel Nos. 644-05-
025, 026, 027, 028, 029, 069 located at 23951-24101 Lake Shore Boulevard, currently a 6.9662 acre site.  
The new irregularly shaped parcel, listed as Parcel A will be 270,770 square feet at 6.2160 acres and the 
irregularly shaped parcel listed as Parcel B will be 32,680 square feet at 0.7502 acres, per plans submitted. 
 
Director Pietravoia – Just to point out for the record that this is the former Horizon House now the 
Water’s Edge. The first one that was just approved was the Harbor Crest complex, just to make that 
distinction.  Also to let Council know, I believe Councilman Wojtila, perhaps other members have 
inquired about a parcel just to the west on the lakefront that it had been shown up as State of Ohio.  We 
did work with the McSteen company that did the survey work and they’ve determined as best we can 
from the records that the property is actually under the ownership of a private individual which is now 
noted upon the map.  They had gone back and forth due to tax foreclosure between private ownership and 
the State.  We believe there maybe an opportunity if the process goes to a point where it is sold and 
doesn’t sell then the City would be in line for that parcel.  We are watching the process and we’ll 
determine if it would be appropriate at the time of sale to potentially even make an offer.  I just wanted to 
inform council of that parcel, since it was questioned. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Any questions from Council? 
 
Councilman Langman moved to sustain Planning & Zoning Commission’s approval of the above stated 
lot split.  Councilman O’Neill seconded. 
Roll Call:  Yeas:  Gilliham, Scarniench, Jones, O’Neill, Wojtila, Langman, Van Ho, Holzheimer Gail.  
Sustained. 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 
Mr. Jeffrey Beck – 25540 Chatworth Drive.  I have some concerns on item #3, the land swap with the 
school district.  My first question is the mini station land on E. 260th.  The agreement states the school 
district ceded the land to the city and we are ceding it back.  When was the land originally ceded to the 
city and under what terms?  The land has value.  Did the city give up something of value when they took 
this land?  If so then the land has value to us and should be treated as such when ceding it back to the 
schools. 
 My second question has to be with the Glenbrook Russell Erwin swap.  The agreement states that 
we have to give the schools one-half of the net proceeds when we sell the land.  Since the Glenbrook land 
has value, why aren’t we setting that value in this contract?  If say the Glenbrook land is worth $300,000 
and the Erwine land is say worth $500,000 then the net proceeds should be based on the profits made over 
the value of the lesser land, say $300,000. The way it reads we would owe the schools money on all the 
net proceeds and that is not fair. 
If that portion of the agreement is allowed to stand, then the City needs to put the same provisions into the 
Glenbrook land.  If the schools ever sell that land, the City should be due one-half the proceeds.  It may 
sound implausible now but if the enrollment decreases in 10 or 20 years and the schools close and the 
land is sold, then we should get our money. 
 As it stands this doesn’t look like the city is getting a fair shake.  I think this needs to be put into 
committee and studied closely.  Thank you. 
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President Holzheimer Gail – Seeing no other questions we’ll move forward with legislation. 
 

LEGISLATION 
  Ord. 175-2010  (213-10)  Final Annual Appropriation 
An emergency ordinance amending Ordinance No. 140-2010 which makes the annual appropriation for 
all expenditures for the City of Euclid for the period ending December 31, 2010.  (Sponsored by Mayor 
Cervenik by request of Finance Director) 
 
Councilman Van Ho moved for passage, Councilman Langman seconded. 
 
Director Brett – This is the final appropriation for the year 2010.  For the most part these are inter fund 
transfers within the general fund and I’ll get into those in more detail in a second.  The only other major 
change in the budget has to do with the changing of sources for the purchase of land that was outlined last 
week where we took the proceeds from the sale of the Century homes property of $118,000 put that into 
the Euclid Endowment Fund which will then allow us to purchase properties prior to us being reimbursed 
by the State thereby preventing a negative fund balance in one of the accounts.  So that’s the only change 
outside of the general fund. 
  Inside the general fund there’s a $30,000 change for the increased expense in gasoline for the 
remainder of the year.  There’s a $10,000 change in expense to handle the city’s updating the statistics, 
the Bureau of Vital Statistics, $10,000 to hook into the State’s system.  There’s a change to allow the 
outright purchase of bins for recycling.  There’s a reduction in the medical claims because the demand 
hasn’t been as strong as we thought in that particular area and that is going to cover the bins.  The bins 
were originally going to be financed.  We had a problem with the financing and to go to the next bidder 
would have cost more money.  So we decided to purchase them outright and save that money upfront.  I 
think that covers the remainder of the changes in the general fund. 
  There is one final change and that’s in the Waste Water Equipment Fund which increased to more 
or less match the appropriation and the available funds there.  That was at the increase of the Supervisor 
of Waste Water Treatment for equipment, oxygen supply which had been charged to another fund.  This 
will correct that.   
 
President Holzheimer Gail – The bins for the recycling do not show up on the front amendment sheet, 
that’s just a transfer within the non-departmental? 
 
Director Brett – Within the general fund from other department to sanitation. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – I just wanted to make sure.   
 
Director Brett – That was $79,000-$80,000 somewhere around there. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Questions from Council? 
 
Councilman Langman – To either Director Brett or Director Smith, some of the information we were 
given at the last Council meeting about purchasing them in installments, that has changed?   
 
Director Brett – That changed.  We originally had a bidder that would come in lower than usual price for 
the financing.  Even at that it was at 5.9.  Not a great rate, but it was about 100 basis points lower than our 
normal financer gave us the flexibility of making the payments over 4 years.  At the last minute, they 
withdrew, which then left us going up to the next person which was at 6.9 and now you’re talking rather 
large interest rate.  We had a couple of options, one was to fund a note for five years.  Then again you go 
for a legal opinion, you go for the underwriting costs, your going to eat away at any savings you had at 
that point.  We had the resources available to make some movement within the general fund and the 
decision was made to pay cash for them. 
 
Councilman Langman – That cost was about $80,000 for the bins as I recall? 
 
Director Brett - $80,000 less we were going to pay one-fourth of it up front.  So we’re really looking at 
$60,000, an increase of $60,000 at a savings of; $79,350 was the total cost at that time. 
 
Councilman Langman – We were going to pay a fourth up front. 
 
Director Brett – We were going to pay a fourth up front so that leaves $60,000 that was going to be 
financed.  At that point it didn’t seem worth the aggravation or the cost involved. 
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Councilman Van Ho moved to close debate, Councilman Gilliham seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Councilman Langman moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Wojtila seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Roll Call:  Yeas:  Gilliham, Scarniench, Jones, O’Neill, Wojtila, Langman, Van Ho, 
       Holzheimer Gail 
Passed. 
 
   Ord. 176-2010 (214-10) Annual Appropriation 2011 
An emergency ordinance which makes the annual appropriation for all expenditures for the City of Euclid 
for the period ending December 31, 2011.  (Sponsored by Mayor Cervenik by request of Finance 
Director) 
 
Councilman Gilliham moved for passage, Councilwoman Scarniench seconded. 
 
Director Brett – This is a housekeeping measure that is undertaken every year to cover the interim 
between the beginning of the year and the passage of the final appropriation for 2011.  The deadline for 
which is April 1st.  So, in anticipation of worst case scenario where the final appropriation for 2011 is not 
passed until April 1st, we put together a temporary appropriation to cover us for the first quarter of the 
year.  In this case we took 1/3 of the 2010 budget and used that to just give us a little comfort in case we 
had irregular expenditures let’s say in gasoline or salt or overtime depending on let’s say we get a normal 
winter in northeast Ohio.  Just to kind of cover all the basis.  That appropriation will expire obviously 
March 31st or whenever the new appropriation ordinance is passed.  The new appropriation ordinance will 
be put in there.  You will notice there are no transfers in there.  No transfers are put in until the final 
appropriation ordinance is in place. 
 
Councilman Langman – I asked this question every year at this time, it has been many years, but the 
figure presented is about $12 million and I assume we’re not going to spend $48 million next year? 
 
Director Brett – Not unless it is a really bad winter.   
 
Councilman Langman – We’d have to have California snow to be that bad.  You’ve touched on some of 
the points as to why we do this but can you elaborate further Director Brett why do we build in such a 
large cushion? 
 
Director Brett – Again it is worst case scenario.  It is really more of a housekeeping measure.  The one 
thing we do do is make sure we’re not exceeding our certificate of estimated resources, so we are in 
somewhat check there.  We’re not going totally over the budget.  But, it is primarily because we do it on, 
for the personnel benefits and non-personnel benefits on each line, you want to give yourself that cushion 
so you’re not coming back in let’s say February for a temporary appropriation for 2011.  That would seem 
to be counter productive at some point.  It is kind of the temporary nature of it that makes it a little less 
crucial to get the money down to the nits, nats and lice.   
 
Councilman O’Neill – Director Brett just to try to sum it up real quick, basically we don’t do this we’re 
going to be coming every month to try to put a budget together so that we’re not coming back and 
exceeding on a monthly basis.  It gives the city some breathing room so they can conduct business on the 
administrative side. 
 
Director Brett – Exactly.  It let’s us kind of concentrate our efforts on the final appropriation, rather than 
trying to guess where the first three months are. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – When we do meet for the budget and approve the budget, then it supersedes this 
legislation. 
 
Director Brett – Oh yes, it is immediately out the window. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – Basically so government doesn’t shut down. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – We also have some items like in the safety forces, comp time, sick time provision pay 
outs that happen in February.  We have some retirement payouts that will happen in January or February 
and March, that if we did strictly the one-quarter we would be coming back for numerous amendments at 
that time.  There was a time until recently City Council would pass the full, prior year’s budget, make it 
temporary and then amend it from then on.  Just recently we have gone to the one-third dollar amount for 
approval. 
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Councilman O’Neill moved to close debate, Councilwoman Scarniench seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Councilman Langman moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Van Ho seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Roll Call:  Yeas:  Gilliham, Scarniench, Jones, O’Neill, Wojtila, Langman, Van Ho, 
       Holzheimer Gail 
Passed. 
 
  Ord. 177-2010 (216-10)  Real Estate Transfer with Euclid Schools 
An emergency ordinance authorizing the Mayor to enter into  a Real Estate Transfer and Development 
Agreement with the Euclid City School District for the exchange of City-owned and District-owned 
properties.  (Sponsored by Mayor Cervenik) 
 
Councilwoman Jones moved for passage, Councilwoman Scarniench seconded. 
 
Director Frey – Between Director Pietravoia, Mayor Cervenik and myself we’ve met with the school 
administration to discuss the agreement that’s before you and the legislation that would authorize that 
agreement being executed.  It would provide that the city would obtain the property known as Russell 
Erwine Elementary School and the city would transfer to the schools for the construction of the new 
school on the Glenbrook site that city recreation parcel or most of it excluding the swimming pool that 
sits to the west of the current school building.  We would also relinquish our use of the police mini station 
at the corner of Tungsten and E. 260th.  By that deed language that was created in the mid 60’s, if the city 
ceases to use that facility for city safety services, that property would revert to the School Board so that 
we would relinquish our use of that property, we would transfer ownership of the city owned property at 
Glenbrook to the schools and in exchange once the Erwine building is demolished which has a deadline of 
December 31, 2013, the city would take ownership of that then cleared parcel.  There is a provision in the 
Ohio Revised Code that is referenced both in the legislation and in the agreement that if tax dollars and it 
avoids the two governmental entities swapping tax dollars while the property is being exchanged.   
 Having said that I know Director Pietravoia has put together a summary of some of the additional 
expenses.  We know that we will have some expenses associated with vacating the police mini station 
site. The schools will have considerably more expenses in eliminating the building on the Russell Erwine 
site and we believe that we have in fact achieved a fair value.  We are not required to sell the Russell 
Erwine property.  We could if the right development proposal came along we could transfer that property 
to the developer and we would not be obligated to pay the schools anything.  What we agreed to is in the 
event we do sell that Russell Erwine property we would share those dollars with the schools on an equal 
basis, again recognizing the fact that it was all tax dollars that acquired this property.  The schools and the 
city would be equal partners in any gain that comes to us as a whole. 
 I know that there have been a number of emails exchanged and we’re happy to answer those 
questions, answer the questions that were brought up before the meeting, before we went into the 
legislation tonight, the Committee of the Whole.  I’d be glad to try that or with Director Pietravoia or the 
Mayor to answer those.   
 One of the things that I do want to say before I finish is to indicate that once final site plans are 
developed at the Glenbrook site, there will be a series of easements that will be necessary because the 
Glenbrook site sits over a culverted ravine.  There are also a number of storm and sanitary sewer lines 
running through that Glenbrook site, so there’s a considerable amount of engineering and planned 
development engineering for re-routing that and ultimately easements to allow the city both access for 
maintenance of those lines and in some cases it would probably be the re-routing of the school in the 
construction process of those lines.  Now, I’ll finish and we’ll try to answer your questions. 
 
Director Pietravoia – I just wanted to add a couple of facts based on some of the questions that we 
received prior to the meeting this evening.  The total land area involved in the exchange, the Glenbrook 
site is just under four acres.  The Thomas Jefferson fire station site is .77 acres.  Combined we’re looking 
at about 4.7 acres of city land that would be exchanged for the land after the demolition of Erwine at the 
Erwine site which totals 7.95 acres, so it is almost 8 acres, a little less than double the amount of land that 
the city would be exchanging.  I don’t think we had reported that in one place in any of the previous 
information that was transmitted to Council so I wanted to put it out there this evening. 
 Just to reiterate what Director Frey has said, while we did both the schools and the city did 
conduct appraisals of the land, the fact is the land has already been bought either party at least once and 
already been paid for by the public.  When we realized that it was prudent to do an exchange rather than 
actual sale, the appraised values are just at this point for the matter of record in the transaction, they’re not 
really a consideration in that the exchange isn’t trying to establish that there’s an equal value where 
there’s an amount of dollars left over that should be paid to one party or the other.  The State law does 
allow the exchange to occur as Director Frey had indicated. 
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 The additional costs.  We have estimates that we had worked with the schools to obtain.  On the 
school’s side, they will be responsible to pay for a significant share of the demolition costs to the building 
which we required before we take the property. That’s going to total about $117,000.  They will also be 
removing any asbestos or other hazardous material from the building before it is demolished.  The cost to 
both hire the consultants necessary to do that and actually conduct the removal is about $70,000.  When 
you combine that with the appraised value of Russell Erwine which was $536,000 that brings their total 
contribution or cost to the schools, to about $724,000. 
 The thing that is not indicated in the figures I’ve provided to you is that they are also taking on, 
which makes sense, as part of their school project, they will take on the hazardous material removal and 
the demolition of the fire station site as well.  I don’t have estimates for those but that will also be a 
sizable figure.  I think you have to look at the whole picture. If you insist on looking at it from a dollar 
standpoint, there’s a very significant investment on the part of the schools and the value is actually higher 
than the estimated appraised value of the sites that the city would be exchanging.  I hope that helps to 
answer some of the questions. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – To either Director Frey or Director Pietravoia regarding the potential down the 
road sale of the Russell Erwine property after the structure has been removed.  If the selling price, if we 
choose to go that route does not exceed the purchase price if you will, there’s no profit to be made so 
there’s no split.  Am I to understand that?  Also, we have used parcels of property with reduced, in other 
words less than we paid for the property, as an incentive for a developer to come in.  So let’s say for 
example the property is worth $400,000 and we as an incentive we turn it to a developer for $300,000.  
That’s $100,000 incentive and it generates more tax money after that.  There’s no profit to be made so 
there’s no split and any profit to the school, would I be correct to understand that? 
 
Director Pietravoia – You are correct in that if we were to proceed using the property as a development 
incentive and if we sold it for no cost, certainly there would be no proceeds to share.  It is not uncommon 
and for the foreseeable future it would be likely that any development of that site probably would require 
some type of an incentive or subsidy from the city to make the project financially feasible.  So for 
example, if we sold the land at a reduced value from what it is actually appraised, let’s say just for an 
example, if we sold it for $100 but the cost to actually close and transfer, recording fees and things of that 
nature exceeded $100, again there would be no dollars to share with the schools.  If we had an excess of 
$1,000, we would share, the city would get $500, the schools would get $500. Whatever the value is of 
the exchange and the proceeds after all our closing costs are paid, that’s where we would determine the 
50/50 split with the schools in a future sale. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – Just to clarify with the demolition, the city will be responsible for none of the 
properties for demolition removal of all products, am I correct to understand that? 
 
Director Pietravoia – That’s absolutely correct.  The school is taking on the cost of all the demolitions. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – Either Director Pietravoia or Director Frey can chime in on this.  I did submit 
some emails and received some answers but I wasn’t clear on about three different issues.  In the actual 
draft, Section 4 says reservation of district right at Russell Erwine, I’m not seeing in here anywhere where 
it says that the city can convey or transfer the land without any cost if they decide to give it to a 
developer.  I’m just wondering where that is in the draft, number one?  Because I’m against any situation 
where the city has to take possession of the land and then be told how to sell it and then to be told to split 
the profits because I think we need to be partners in this and the city has an opportunity to advance the 
cause of getting some money for this land for development and for our general fund. 
 The second question that I have is this.  I understand the need for the actual school to move out of 
the Russell Erwine building by the 31st of 2013, but there’s not much language in here stating that when 
the actual new schools are completed, when will they have a move out date of their staff and when there 
will be a demolition of that particular building so that we can prepare as well.  I think the School Board 
has had timelines in regards to the basic completion of the buildings and this language should add some of 
those particular wording in there as well.   
 Thirdly in item 10, it talks about the use of the recreational fields and the playgrounds, well I’m all 
for that.  Also I think that in good faith we have a large program here called Panther Hoops and other 
programs that maybe able to utilize the gym at a nominal if not free costs while we’re going through this 
process.  I’m aware that there will be two schools closing because of consolidation and one being Lincoln 
Elementary and Indian Hills.  At this point it would serve the city well and it would serve the Board of 
Education well to begin that relationship of utilizing those gyms or other gyms just for some of our 
athletic programs to actually save costs.  I am aware that with the new schools there will be access for 
Euclid recreation but I think those three things are something that I have a hard time digesting if we’re in 
partnership. 
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 My main concern is that by basically exchanging this land, we don’t have any rights over Russell 
Erwine except for you to give it away or if we sell it, we have to split the profits.  I don’t think that is 
appropriate considering the city has and I’m talking about the residents have supported the School Board 
with our income tax, with our property tax, with levies and the school bond which we still have to pay 
41% of even though it is a discount in regard to these schools. 
 The three questions that I want to clear up is what is it to say that we can transfer the money at no 
cost with no restrictions; why is it that we can’t utilize the schools for basketball or any other sport that 
requires indoor access of a gym.  Thirdly why isn’t there no language in here specifically stating that the 
school will move out on a certain date and demo at a certain date based on the completion of the new 
schools. 
 
Director Pietravoia – I’ll do my best to respond to your questions Councilman Gilliham and Director Frey 
and the Mayor may want to add to my comments as well.  With regard to the right to dispose of the 
property as we choose in the future, this was a point that we had lengthy discussion with the school board 
on.  I strongly advocated that decision should only be a city decision, it should not be subject to action by 
both the School Board and the City of Euclid.  Ultimately they did agree to that.  I felt that the language in 
Section 4 did cover us in that the only time we had to share any proceeds is if we actually sold and only if 
the dollars that we received after the sale was completely settled exceed zero and then we would share 
half of those dollars.  The City would have full control and full right to decide whether we gave the land 
away as a development incentive or sold the land.  There would be no action by the School Board 
required with regard to how we dispose of the property. 
 I will caution that as with all agreements that we bring before you as a draft, they are in fact just 
that, final drafts.  They reflect the principles of the negotiated points. If we need to tighten up the 
language, I can certainly work with Director Frey and run it by the School administration to make it 
clearer to your point Councilman Gilliham, specifically about our ability if we choose to to dispose of the 
property to a developer at no cost that we have the right to do that.  It is implied here but it is not 
specifically stated so I understand your concern here.  But that is in fact the right that we have under this 
agreement. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – I understand.  My concern is we have an election in 2011, we may have new 
Board members, new Council and while this will be binding, it could be subject to interpretation again.  I 
like to be specific and exact on certain issues and that is one of them.  If that language could be added at 
least we could confidently say that we have covered all basis and not have an implication.  I thank you for 
your interpretation of that. 
 
Director Pietravoia – I also wanted to respond to your question about providing a specific date for 
demolition.  Again I think we could include a date in here and the schools did request certain dates by 
which they wanted us to take certain actions.  I’m confident that they would agree to, in fact I know that 
knowing that this was a concern the Mayor had a discussion with Dr. Jones and we agreed that a 
reasonable date would probably be March 31, 2013 for them to have completed the demolition by that 
date.  It is a little bit of a moving target because as you know with any major construction project there 
could be delays and we wanted to pick a date that was reasonable, we were probably being very generous 
when we picked the end of 2013.  The schools have shown a willingness to bring that back to spring of 
2013.  Mayor, you may want to comment on the recreational use of the gyms. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – Both of those buildings you are talking about, gymnasiums are quite small.  I would 
guess, I will go in and take a look at Russell Erwine but my guess is that there would be some 
considerable dollars needed to be put into the gymnasium there because it has been vacant for so long in 
order to use it and that probably doesn’t make sense, it is going to be torn down.  Indian Hills could 
possibly be used for our fifth and sixth and our Start Smart programs that we do here.  But again, Indian 
Hills will not be closed until the new school is built.  At that time the four new schools are going to be 
designed, so that one they design them so the gymnasiums are larger so we can have more of our 
programs, the schools will not need to incur the cost of overtime of security personnel so that the city and 
other community groups could use them.  The use of those two properties would not become an issue 
until sometime after August 2012. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – Just to provide clarity, I was looking at the younger generation, 4-6 years old, 
using maybe Indian Hills for a practice, not necessarily for a game time because that would draw a huge 
crowd but maybe for practices so that we would have alternative sites and will also bring people back into 
the community.   
 
Councilman Langman – Director Pietravoia, you said the schools will pay substantially for the 
demolition.  Were you referring to the fact that some of the money from the State facility fund is going to 
pay for the demolition of Russell Erwine? 
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Director Pietravoia – The figures that I provided to you tonight are the school’s share, there’s an 
additional 40% that will be paid by the State on top of those figures so the actual costs are higher.  The 
portion that the schools would be responsible for totals about $190,000.  It is pretty significant.  That’s 
only for Erwine, they would also pay for the environmental and demolition at the fire station property 
which I don’t have a specific figure for. 
 
Councilman Langman – I think this agreement is a very good one.  I’ll be totally parochial on this.  
Russell Erwine has been a rather problematic building for the residents of that neighborhood for a long 
time.  I know we discussed obtaining the property for at least ten years.  I know it came up when we were 
talking about 205 and what project can we do next.  The school has been closed since about 1976, I was in 
6th grade at that time.  It is really being used as a giant storage facility but because the building is there it 
does create some policing problems, activities that the residents get upset about. So every Spring the 
Chief knows I call about paying attention to Russell Erwine.  This is a major step in moving 
redevelopment of that area forward and I know the Mayor has had conversations in the past, I have too.  
At least 6-7 years ago there were developers interested in that parcel to redevelop.  It is on the golf course 
that has some value.  While the market may not support that right now, by the time we’re ready to move 
on that, I think we should be much farther along with some of our redevelopment projects and that could 
just add to that.  I would like to see though a deadline of demolition starting rather than just have one 
deadline for the final clearance of the property, only to keep the progress moving.  I’m very happy about 
it.  It moves the school building project forward, gets rid of an eyesore.  I think it is a win/win for 
everybody. 
 My only other question is do we know if any of the elements of Russell Erwine could be used 
adaptedly for other buildings in the community.  We have older schools, Shore perhaps, and I don’t know 
if we’ve looked at any of that, but was that discussed at all in these conversations? 
 
Director Pietravoia – I know there have been some informal conversations from members of the 
community that have approached the school board.  It wasn’t specifically part of our negotiations with 
them.  One thought in particular is that either Erwine or Upson, one of the older schools there’s a 
sentiment and it maybe factual that the windows are similar size if not the exact same size as the windows 
at Shore and there maybe a potential to salvage those windows and use them as replacement at Shore.  
That raises a lot of questions, it sounds like it is definitely worth investigating.  It is my understanding that 
while there has been no commitments, the schools have been open to the idea and are willing to 
investigate it. 
 
Councilman Langman – One more question.  When a demolition begins, we talked about this with the 
lakefront, can any of that material be used for the inner core for a break wall? 
 
Director Pietravoia – I’m smiling because I can’t specifically answer that, we can certainly explore that.  
There maybe significant material there and if the timing is right we will certainly explore that with the 
schools. 
 
Councilman Langman – Can we touch base with JJR to check on that?  Obviously it would be free 
material practically. 
 
Director Pietravoia – We will do that. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – I just have a few other questions that came up.  Director Pietravoia I think you 
explained this about the profits for what the school will get from the proceeds of the Russell Erwine 
property if it should be sold.  But I just want to get this clear in my mind is, if it is sold for less than the 
value of the property now, or whatever the value of the property is at that time, we’re talking about, let’s 
say it sold for, I’m just going to pick a number, this is not a real number.  Let’s say it sold for $100,000 
and the actual property value is more than that and we get $100,000 for that.  Are you saying that 
$100,000 would be split or only if we make a profit over what the actual value of the property is worth? 
 
Director Pietravoia – Your first statement is correct, it would be a split of the $100,000.  The point of 
clarity that I was trying to make earlier is that anytime you transfer property there are costs associated 
with that so we would subtract those costs from the $100,000 before we made the split.  In the case of 
$100,000 the cost maybe $10,000-$20,000 for closing cost so you would still be splitting $80,000 50/50 
with the schools.  In your example and I’m giving you example numbers as well, but in your example we 
would probably be splitting about $40,000 each if the sale price was $100,000.  It is not a matter of selling 
for more than the property is worth.  It’s making sure all of our costs are covered and we’re only splitting 
the net proceeds after all our costs are paid and the settlement related to a sale are transferred. 
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Councilwoman Jones – Including any, did you mention that the city has to pay for a portion or some part 
of that demolition cost or no? 
 
Director Pietravoia – That’s completely separate from a future sale.  That would be taken care of now and 
it would be paid for by the schools.  To that point, I think it is important to understand that was a 
significant consideration as we were negotiating.  The fact that there are very substantial costs that are 
being paid for by the schools that are not really being shared by the city at this point in time, we thought it 
was fair and ultimately agreed that in a future sale one way to make up for that would be to split the 
proceeds if Erwine were sold in the future. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – My second question is, we mention about the demolition of Russell Erwine and 
the date that needed to be done.  What about the demolition of the mini station; when would that start and 
other specific dates for that? 
 
Director Pietravoia – We did not specify specific dates.  It will really be driven by the construction 
timeline and schedule of the school project itself. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – In the past I have already expressed my concerns about losing the mini station 
altogether.  But my other question regarding the demolition of that building, we talked about, I think you 
mentioned about re-using some of the resources that are available.  The mini station inside has a lot of 
resources that can be reused for something else.  By approving this, if this is approved, this ordinance is 
approved, will that no longer give us the right to take what’s inside of that mini station out and be used for 
something else? 
 
Director Frey – We will remove from that facility all of the items that can be reused in other city facilities.  
We listed several things:  air conditioning, generator, are two items that can be removed and reused.  If 
there is other equipment in that building we would clearly take that out and reuse it as is available and 
what wouldn’t be reusable we would put on the gov deals to sell at governmental auction.  We would 
attempt to maximize our value in moving out of that facility. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – By the transfer of this property to the schools, if the schools now own the property 
and that equipment is not out of the building yet, does that mean the school now owns that equipment? 
 
Director Frey – If we didn’t remove it or reach some other agreement by the time that transferred, yes. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – We would have to remove all of that equipment by, is there a certain date?   
 
Director Frey – I believe the transfer initial closing date was March 31, 2011.   
 
Councilwoman Jones – My final question about recycling of the resources, the actual structure of the 
building, I know in talking with the schools about the actual buildings themselves, we talked about 
signage for the outside of the buildings that that was not going to be included in the construction of the 
building.  Could we use some of this materials that in the demolition of these two structures for signage 
for outside of the new schools? 
 
Director Pietravoia – I think ultimately as I recall at the Architectural Review Board there was concern 
that the existing signage might not be the right scale and type of signage for the new school.  Ultimately 
the schools are coming back for those kinds of details like signage, landscaping and lighting.  They will 
be returning to ARB but conceptually they agreed that they would install new signs rather than using the 
existing signage at the fire station. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – I wasn’t talking about reusing the existing sign, I’m talking about if we take the 
materials of that building, just like Bluestone did for their driveway, grinded that old cement down to be 
reused.  Could any of that material be used for signage for the new schools? 
 
Director Pietravoia – We did not specifically discuss that, we could explore that with the schools.  It 
maybe difficult to actually use the materials for signage, but there might be some other aspect in terms of 
taking a green approach to the demolition and try to reuse some of the materials onsite for some aspect of 
the new school project.  We didn’t make that a requirement in any way but we can certainly investigate 
that with the schools and see if that might be possible.  I would caution against making it a requirement 
because there are so many unknowns at this point in time as to whether it would really be feasible or not. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – If it can be used, I would like for us to investigate that opportunity if it is 
available, whether it is used for signage or for something else. 
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Director Frey – Let me just clarify, I believe I said the title would transfer to those properties March 31, 
2011, it is March 1, 2011, it is in Item #8 of the Development Agreement.  We would need to make 
arrangements to remove those items that we can remove from the police mini station by that date, or have 
some ancillary agreement with the Schools that would give us the permission to remove it after that fact.  
We will work immediately if Council approves this agreement to start that process of getting contractors 
in place to salvage what we can reuse in other city facilities. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – I’m sorry I have one more question and this will be it, a question for Chief 
Repicky, with the current staffing that is in the mini station now and if we’re looking at March 1, 2011 to 
remove the resources in that facility, what steps are we taking to relocate the staff that is currently in there 
now and whatever that facility is used for now?  Have we started any steps to that progress? 
 
Chief Repicky – We’re looking at a couple of places to store the equipment and also relocate our 
employees.   
 
Mayor Cervenik – In addition to that we have had conversations with the administration of the schools 
and there will be an office for either community policing outreach some type of service that we feel we 
need inside of the school at Thomas Jefferson, I guess it is going to have a new name when it is all said 
and done.  We have had those conversations with the school and they would welcome some type of police 
presence or programming in an office in that school building.  That would come to us at no charge as 
well. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – I guess first I have a quickie statement and then several questions for the Mayor.  
We keep saying we gave the schools tax money.  We did not give the schools any tax money to my 
knowledge.  Any more than they gave us the .38 I believe it is that we get from the shared income tax that 
both the city and the schools campaigned for.  To my knowledge all the rest of the levies we have 
endorsed for the most part, but the schools ran the campaigns to get them passed.  Anybody who doubts 
that is welcome to either call my wife or Dr. Jones and they’ll explain how it was done over the years. 
 Second, there is a requirement for the State money that these facilities by I believe silver in a 
green building.  I’m sure they’d be willing to look at anything that is going to help that and recycling of 
various building materials would do that whether it is for the lakefront project or for something like the 
Councilwoman suggested. 
 Mayor, on TJ, is my first, when the land for the fire station in the southeast corner of the city, did 
we approach the schools about using a portion of that land, way back in whenever it was built? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – I wasn’t there way back but according to the legal documents that we have and the 
deed, yes, there was agreement between both parties to realize that neither the schools nor the city 
separately own one parcel or the other, but they actual owners of the parcels are the taxpayers of the 
community at a whole.  As long as we needed the land for the fire station and they didn’t need it for the 
schools, that agreement was made at no cost. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – So they gave it to the city? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – Right. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – I’m sure the schools originally paid for the land? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – That I could not tell you, it could have been donated to the schools, I’m really not sure.  
My gut instinct is yes, somewhere along the line they did have to purchase that land from some private 
entity. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – In the deed restriction that is in, basically it said that when the city is no longer 
using it for a fire station or safety station, however the wording was, that the land reverted back to the 
school and there was no mention of the school buying it back in the deed restriction was there? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – No there isn’t.  It would revert back to the schools at that time.  We are probably and 
have probably for the last few years since the grants for Weed & Seed and Community Policing have 
diminished, we probably have been walking a tight rope as to whether we were living up to providing 
safety services over the last few years.  At that point the school was not interested in using the land.  It 
needs to be noted that during the conversations, everything was cordial and professional and the goal was 
to do what is best, not necessarily for the city, not necessarily for the schools, but again for residents of 
the community that own all the land. 
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Councilman Van Ho – I know and we for the most part have been privy to that attitude but the people that 
are watching out there and the audience have not been.  I just wanted to get that cleared up.  On 
Glenbrook, besides the pool area and the softball field, do we use Glenbrook’s the area that we own over 
there for anything other purposes being used by the city? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – We’ve got a pavilion, a swimming pool and we will maintain ownership of that 
property.  We actually if I’m not mistaken will actually be using the new entranceway or parking that are 
going to be built by the schools themselves.  It will most likely enhance what we have right now at 
Glenbrook.   
 
Councilman Van Ho – We’re not giving the schools any of the land that would affect the operation of the 
pool, is that correct? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – Absolutely.  That is correct.  I will say it probably will enhance what we own there and 
use right now. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – Isn’t it also true that the schools will be providing a field for softball when the new 
school is completed at Glenbrook? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – We’re looking forward to that happening.  We don’t have enough fields.  I don’t think 
there will be some other schools that will be having fields, baseball and soccer as well. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – We don’t have any plans at this time or the foreseeable future to develop the land 
that we own at Glenbrook, do we? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – No we do not.   
 
Councilman Van Ho – The land that the schools are taking over is somewhat less than stable and they will 
need to put, I think Director Pietravoia has said a large amount into the engineering to put that school on 
that particular land.  Other than what we would need if the land were stable? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – It is my understanding that their engineers are confident that they can do what needs to 
be done to build a very stable and solid foundation for their schools.  It is probably something we would 
not do if we did have plans for that area.  We would probably move somewhere else, but they’re very 
confident in the safety and long term health foundation of that building. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – Also now on Erwine, in better times didn’t the city offer to buy that building from 
the schools for about $500,000 or maybe even a little more? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – I don’t know that we ever had an offer or we offered.  It has been no secret, especially 
before the housing market crashed that many on city council, past, present and many on the administration 
past and present, felt that parcel could be turned into a very positive upscale development for the 
community that could generate taxes and other revenues for the community.  I don’t recall actually 
making an offer but that could have happened. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – Once again on Erwine, in transferring the property to the city, will the schools 
have any ability to say yes or no on what we sell; should we sell it or donate it?  If we wanted to we could 
sell it to a gas station or a drug store? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – As long as I’m Mayor we’re not going to sell it to the gas station or drug store.  But 
going to your point of if the school has any input, no, they have no input whatsoever into the disposition 
of that land.  Certainly whatever we do with that land in the future we will certainly want to make sure 
that it will benefit the schools, the residents, the city, the community at large.  At this moment with the 
banking and financing and market conditions of housing and other things, I’m very happy that we will not 
actually take possession of that property for a couple of years and yet we get to use that property for a few 
years while it is taking place. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – We have no immediate plans to use it for anything unless a good offer comes 
along from a developer or some other thing? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – It would be my hope that over the next two years we are able to generate some interests 
from a number of private developers to start looking at what can be done with that property after we 
receive ownership and title to it.  That’s a dream right now. 
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Councilman Van Ho – This is Euclid taxpayer money and everyone always wants to tell me about the 
good old days in Euclid and how it was much better then than it is now.  One of the reasons is everybody 
cooperated with everybody.  When the City needed land, it was given to them to build a fire station.  We 
forget that.  I will support this legislation because I think it is good for the City. 
 
Councilman Wojtila – My question was already answered in a conversation with Director Pietravoia but a 
few other things came up. Lot 051, if you look at the Glenbrook parcel, that fronts on E. 230 St.  I’m just 
curious as to why that one is included, are they planning on doing something with lot 051? 
 
Director Pietravoia – As we looked at everything we owned in the area, we discovered and actually Asst. 
Director Bock I’m sure knew this for some time, that we had taken ownership of a parcel, I believe there 
maybe some utilities underneath that parcel which we would create an easement for.  But it seemed to 
make sense since we were transferring the majority of the properties there along with the future 
maintenance of those properties to include that property as well and not have a single parcel where we 
would be responsible to go and maintain.  We have no real reason to keep that property.  In essence it 
helped establish the value that we were initially looking for in the exchange here. 
 
Councilman Wojtila – Director Frey, any concern with and should we have any safeguards in here that we 
would be conveying the property that we own, when I say we, I mean the city versus the district and then 
two years later the district will be transferring property to the city.  One thing that I didn’t think of earlier 
until this meeting is should we have any type of assuredly or is there any risk that you see that we should 
be safeguarding against?  I guess their non-performance in having to tear the building down and turn it 
over to us? 
 
Director Frey – These are two very honorable government entities.  I’m hard pressed to think that we 
would have a reason not to be able to trust, if you will, the schools would follow through that the School 
District would follow through on the transfer.  This development agreement memorializes their obligation 
to clear that property.  We will tighten up the date for the demolition of the Erwine property but they have 
an obligation to transfer that property and if we had to, we would use that document which would be 
signed by school officials, it has been approved already by the Board of Education as a binding agreement 
if we had to do that.  I am comfortable that we have all of the safeguards in place to ensure that transfer is 
completed by the dates.  Again, it is certainly possible that we would need an extension to remove certain 
items from the mini station.  I suppose if some issue came up with the demolition that might need to 
extend that we could agree to extend the date of transfer because of course we want the property once it 
has been fully remediate and  the building removed.  So, if we needed to do that, we could reach those 
kinds of agreements, but I don’t have any reason to suspect that would be an issue at all.  In fact we’ve 
included a default provision in the agreement that would give either party the right to enforce the 
agreement against the other in the event that there was some sort of a breach or default.  I do not 
anticipate that and to answer your question directly, yes I am comfortable that we have adequate 
safeguards in place. 
 
Councilman Wojtila – I’m not sure Mr. Beck’s question was answered.  Did we consider at all any type of 
reverting the Glenbrook property back to city property if it were to change in that use; was that considered 
at all in the negotiations? 
 
Director Frey – We know that the Glenbrook property is a culverted ravine.  We know that there are 
significant utilities.  We are aware as is the school district that once this project is finally designed that we 
will need to enter into easement agreements.  We will have a considerable access and underground use of 
this property for all times foreseeable.  If the schools then were to for whatever reason, let’s assume they 
close that school building and remove the building from the site, the property still has all of the same 
developmental issues that it has today.  It still has a culverted ravine, it is still filled with utilities.  I think 
it is a developmental challenge that piece of property and as the Mayor has indicated, the schools are 
taking the appropriate engineering steps to be able to build the school building on that site.  It is not a site 
that would be easily used and that is why it has been used for recreation purposes and not anything else.  
We did not contemplate ever selling that property. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – I might also add if it wasn’t said earlier, if that property was to revert to us, the 
property that we have sold now, we would have half a school on it.  I don’t think that would necessarily 
be practical either.  The schools would still own their property and they’d have half a school on it.  That 
could present quite a few problems, hopefully that’s 50 years down the road before that would happen, it 
could present a lot of problems. 
 
Councilwoman Scarniench – I do have a couple of questions.  Councilman Wojtila brought up about the 
051 property.  Is that where the cut-through is?  Or is that farther down?   
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Director Pietravoia – There is nothing developed on that site right now.  It is completely open into the 
school site.   
 
Councilwoman Scarniench – But is that where the cut-through is, that is my question?  I would wonder 
why wouldn’t we keep that piece of property and sell it, so somebody could put a house on it or is it not 
big enough? 
 
Director Pietravoia – There are significant utilities underneath that parcel, you could not build a home on 
that. 
 
Councilwoman Scarniench – So this property is actually similar to by CVS where we couldn’t do 
anything except put in the driveway because nobody is going to ever and that is why the street was never 
built because of everything that has been done there.  Okay, I just wondered if that was the reason for that.  
Chief Cosgriff, surprise, during the summer the fire trucks are always over by the mini station and they’re 
doing stuff with hoses and stuff because they say that is the only place they can do it.  Where are they 
going to be able to do that now?  I’m not exactly sure what it is they do, but where will they do it now? 
 
Chief Cosgriff – We do our pump test over there and there is an apparatus with a cistern underneath it that 
we use to do the pump test.  Probably a better site to do it would be over at the city garage where we have 
motor maintenance mechanics that could witness the test in case we have a problem.  One of the things 
we do is we run the pumps at a high pressure for a long period of time.  It would be good to have 
mechanics on the scene while we were doing it.  No decision has been made but that would be my 
recommendation to do that over by the city garage. 
 
Councilwoman Scarniench – Would we have to dig up what is there and move it?  Which will come to 
my only other question, March 1st isn’t that far away.  The mini station I believe won’t be torn down until 
they actually tear the other building down because it is where the driveway is, it is not where the school is 
going to be.  Could we not ask for six months or whatever so that we could do what we have to do?  It is 
going to be hard to do anything in two months.  I can’t see why we couldn’t ask for that; say a six month 
time period so we can really get out everything that we need to move and do it correctly so that we’re not 
losing anything that is important. 
 
Director Frey – Both the school administration that we work with and the attorney representing the school 
district have been exceptionally forthright and agreeable to issues just like that.  I do not anticipate that to 
be a problem when we get to the final agreement to be able to make those kinds of modifications to allow 
us to remove all of the items that are of value to the city in its current operations. 
 
Councilwoman Scarniench – I would appreciate that because I think it is important that we are able to do 
what we need to do and we probably won’t be able to do that until it gets a little warm.  Tomorrow is the 
first day of winter. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – To Director Frey, when the properties start transferring hands and the demolition 
starts, probably the only property we’re going to have to worry about is the Russell Erwine property.  My 
concern is that who is liable for the properties during the interim, once the properties transfer?  My 
concern is especially with the Russell Erwine property that there could be demolition and who is liable at 
what time and when are they liable? 
 
Director Frey – We would assume liability and responsibility for the site only when the title transfers to 
the city on that Erwine property.  Specifically the school district is responsible both to maintain the 
property and to cover that property as a school asset, a district asset until such time as it transfers to the 
city.  We don’t want that property transferring to the city until the demolition has occurred for two 
reasons:  one, because we don’t want to own the school building and two, because we’re not entitled to 
use the State share, 40% share, for the demolition where the school district is. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – We don’t take that property until the site is clean? 
 
Director Frey – That is absolutely correct. 
 
Councilman Langman – I want to save myself at least three phone calls regarding Russell Erwine.  I do 
not under any circumstance support commercial development at Erwine at all.  I feel that the Mayor 
agrees with me on that and it will either be green space or at the appropriate time it will be some sort of 
single family development.  With that I’ll make a motion to close debate. 
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Councilman Van Ho – I didn’t mean to put you into a heart attack.  I thought I was using absolutely 
ridiculous examples of what we could do.  I don’t think a gas station would be real viable in that 
particular area. 
 
Councilman Langman – I know that and you know that …… 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Want to make sure the residents know.  Before I take a second, Councilman 
Gilliham has another question and then you can second the motion to close debate. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – Just a comment and I will, thank you.  Just a couple of questions to Chief Repicky 
and Chief Cosgriff.  Are there any special communication devices or anything in that particular building 
at the mini station that is vital to communications or service for the police and fire?   
 
Chief Repicky – No, we just operate with some base stations.  Other than that there is no radio 
communications in there. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – So there will be no effect on operations for the police department? 
 
Chief Repicky – No there will not be. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – Even for a small moment in time? 
 
Chief Repicky – No. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – I do want to clarify.  There is part of our interconnect network, there is a hub there that 
we would have to remove.  The schools have said that there is no other alternative that it can be shifted 
into their school building.  We may have an hour of interruption but our tech person will be able to handle 
all of that.  I believe they’ve been over there and looked at it and it is something I couldn’t do but they can 
do it quite easily. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – Thank you Mayor.  I just have one last comment.  There was an issue of sharing 
resources and my colleague, Councilman Van Ho said that we never gave.  Let me explain to you by what 
I meant by we:  that is Council, that is the administration and that is the citizens and that is the school 
board.  In 1994 the income tax increased in .47 began to go to the school. Now, that is not being done, I 
can recall any city currently right now, so we are sharing resources.  My biggest concern is that with the 
transfer of land and the city takes over Russell Erwine, we are necessarily controlled on how we can 
utilize that land.  Whether it is not for commercial development or single residential homes, if a developer 
wants to come and pay a price that helps the city and the general revenue and helps the residents overall, I 
don’t want to have to split a profit with an organization that is still continuing to receive about $5 million 
a year.  Since 2000, that’s $56 million.  There’s lakefront development.  There’s staff of the police and 
fire.  There’s staff for streets and sewers; recreation.  There’s money for a lot of things that created a lot of 
opportunities.  This is a deal that has to pass but I’m concerned about just the fact that the City is 
restricted on how they can utilize Russell Erwine.  It is going to lose some appreciation because the 
building is going to be destroyed and we have potential seven acres.   Now, if we run into a situation 
where we give that land away, Council approved to by St. Robert’s for over $700,000 for seven to eight 
acres, and we could potentially give away eight acres?  Or we could potentially give away a loss and still 
split the profits?  I have a major concern about that.  For that reason, I would motion to put this in 
Committee.  First I’ll second the motion to close debate and then I’ll offer a motion to put into 
Committee. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – I do want to offer clarification.  We are not restricted on how we use the 
property or sell the property.  The only thing that we would split, if we sell the property; if we sell it and 
then there’s profits on it to a developer or to somebody else or income tax, we don’t split anything except 
if in the event that there is a sale of the property, we’re not restricted on that sale in any means.  I just did 
want to make that clear. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – I clearly understand that but my goal is that the City recoup as much as they 
possibly can from this seven plus acres and splitting the profits to me does not seem an appropriate thing 
to do; if it is sold at a profit. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – We had a couple of  motions, I want to make sure we are all in order here.  
There was an initial motion to close debate.  There was a second to close.  Is there any discussion on 
closing debate?   
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Councilman Van Ho – I have discussion before we close debate and I would like a clarification.  It was 
my understanding in listening to Director Frey and Director Pietravoia, basically the reason the split was 
put in was that the Russell Erwine building or land was worth much more than anything else that was 
being transferred or given. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Point of Order, this is just discussion whether we should close or not.  Let’s 
call the roll call on closing debate.  I think we have covered all of the issues, everything has been 
clarified.  Correct Point of Order Director Frey, is that correct? 
 
Director Frey – You have a motion and a second to close debate. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – So we need to vote on that motion to close debate.  Should we do it 
affirmative, all in favor?  Anyone opposed?    Let’s do a roll call on closing debate please. 
 
Roll Call on Motion to Close debate: 
Yeas: Gilliham, Wojtila, Langman, Holzheimer Gail 
Nays: Scarniench, Jones, O’Neill, Van Ho 
Failed. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – 4 to 4, it fails.  The floor continues to be open.  Councilwoman Scarniench. 
 
Councilwoman Scarniench – I think what we need is just that clarification.  I think that is the only thing 
that is left on the floor so that everybody understands exactly what we are talking about. 
 
Director Pietravoia – I would suggest with the intervening discussion that Councilman Van Ho clarify or 
repeat his concern. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – So that my understanding of it is right, in effect nobody is getting taken to the 
cleaners on this deal because that piece of property is worth so much more than anything else.  So 
therefore, that’s why the schools are asking for part of the money should it be sold? 
 
Director Pietravoia – As I explained earlier, there are significant costs that the schools are going to incur 
above and beyond the value of the properties involved that will total well over $200,000 by the time you 
add in the demolition of the fire station as well.  Demolition of Erwine and clean up of all the 
environmental.  It was primarily a consideration of those extra costs that we agreed to split the future 
proceeds of the sale of Erwine. 
 
Councilman Van Ho moved to close debate.  Councilman O’Neill seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Councilman Gilliham moved to suspend the rules, Councilwoman Scarniench seconded.  Yeas:  
Unanimous. 
 
Roll Call:  Yeas:  Gilliham, Scarniench, Jones, O’Neill, Wojtila, Langman, Van Ho, 
         Holzheimer Gail 
Passed. 
 
   Res. 178-2010 (215-10) NOACA Grant TLCI for Euclid Ave. Corridor 
A resolution authorizing the Mayor of the City of Euclid, or his designee, to submit a Grant Application 
to the Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency (NOACA) seeking a Seventy Five Thousand and 
00/100 Dollar ($75,000.00) Planning Grant from the Transportation for Livable Communities Initiative 
(TLCI) to provide Federal funding to conduct or contract for the planning of transportation improvements 
and redevelopment initiatives that will strengthen community livability along the Euclid Avenue Corridor 
in the City of Euclid.  (Sponsored by Mayor Cervenik, Councilpersons Gilliham, Scarniench and Jones) 
 
Councilman Gilliham moved for passage, Councilman Scarniench seconded. 
 
Director Pietravoia – I’m pleased to bring before Council tonight this Resolution that would give us the 
authority to apply for another source of funds that will help us undertake an important study on the Euclid 
Ave. Corridor.  We’ve been working, our staff from our department, myself included, have been working 
with Councilman Gilliham, Councilwoman Scarniench and Councilwoman Jones to put together not only 
a strategy to apply for this grant, but also to put together a committee, a steering committee that will work 
with us, help to determine what types of issues should be studied along the corridor and what kind of 
improvements are appropriate in that area.  Those of you that have participated in the Downtown effort, 
we received a similar grant from NOACA for the downtown study and it worked very well in terms of 
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setting up a steering committee, helping to identify the issues and gave us the ability to hire professional 
services consultants that could come on board and help us through that whole process.  The outcome 
speaks for itself, we have many improvements underway in the downtown district.  We’d like to see the 
same thing happen along the Euclid Avenue Corridor. 
 With us tonight, and I owe him an apology for the amount of time that he has had to be with us here 
this evening is Jim Sonnhalter who was the manager of the downtown study.  He would also be the 
manager of the Euclid Avenue effort along with our other staff.  He is one of our senior staff members.  I 
think all of you would agree did a tremendous job and continues to do a tremendous job in downtown and 
I expect no less of this effort on the Euclid Avenue Corridor.  I asked Jim to join us because of the 
importance of this study and if there were any specific questions he is most knowledgeable about how this 
NOACA process work.  With that I’ll open it up to questions and hopefully Jim will get a chance to say 
something after he stayed with us this evening. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – I would like to give Mr. Sonnhalter an opportunity to say something, so after I ask 
my question, if you could just state the agenda that we have as far as applying for the grant when that 
deadline is and what we talked about our next stages are.  I am looking forward to this passing so that we 
can get started on Euclid Avenue.  I know we applied for this grant once before that we weren’t approved 
for it and I am also pleased that we have some type of contingency in place that if we don’t get the 
funding for this we can moved forward with that.  I’m looking forward to getting this approval and Mr. 
Sonnhalter if you can review the agenda that we talked about at the meeting and how the dates that we 
talked about as well. 
 
Mr. Sonnhalter – First off, any time spent before Council is good times, so thank you very much.  I’m 
furiously going through my notes to find out what Director Pietravoia did not cover.  So we can talk about 
the agenda here.  The grant application itself is due by 4:00 on January 7th.  We’re allowed to submit this 
time electronically so it will save us a lot of postage and/or driving.  We will be getting letters out to 
prospective committee steering members within the next seven days.  We are planning a kick off meeting 
to be held at a location along the Euclid Avenue corridor for those members to get together, to discuss this 
plan, to discuss the general approach we would take to this plan.  Generally get everyone involved that we 
would like to see involved, have the opportunity to meet each other, discuss their concerns and what they 
see as opportunities for their own planning efforts, their own projects and how everyone else’s projects 
could somehow dovetail into theirs along Euclid Ave.  It is a four mile stretch of street.  We’ve got a lot 
of diverse activities taking place simultaneously.  I think it would behoove us all to get everyone involved 
to come up with a cohesive plan. 
 
Councilman Langman – Mr. Sonnhalter, Councilwoman Jones eluded to the fact that we applied for the 
grant about 14 months ago and we didn’t get it.  Can you give us some insight as to how we can make the 
application stronger or is it just a matter of you keep applying until eventually you get it? 
 
Mr. Sonnhalter – In the intervening time I think we’ve had better opportunities to approach this jointly.  
At the present time we’re involved with the Cuyahoga County Board of Health and the County Planning 
Commission for the creating healthy communities initiative.  The entire purpose of that process is to 
develop planning policies through either land use, commercial revitalization, active living opportunities, 
to bring the expertise that the County Board of Health and the County Planning Commission have to a 
process.  I’ve been in discussion with both of those bodies, we meet monthly to discuss their initiatives.  
They’re happy to take this project on and serve as members of the Steering Committee so that their 
planning goals are met as well as ours. 
 As to why we were not successful in our last approach to this grant, it is a very competitive process.  
We had also just been awarded $700,000 in preliminary engineering grant money.  I suspect that NOACA 
was very strategically thinking that they needed to spread their dollars around. 
 
Councilman Langman – Thank you and a couple of follow up questions.  With the Downtown Planning 
study we had KA Architecture’s overview of the downtown to serve as design cues, traffic suggestion, 
etc.  I know on Euclid Ave. we only have some landscaping cues.  So as part of the process will we have 
to engage in a similar architectural survey of storefronts and intersections and so forth? 
 
Mr. Sonnhalter – Yes, that’s a lot of the concerns that have been brought before us through our 
discussions with the council persons have been aesthetics, we’re looking at traffic concerns, various 
improvements we could make.  Some of the intersections like 260th & Euclid seem kind of tight as you’re 
heading south up hill.  We would want to look at that.  I think given the overall length of the corridor, the 
fact that it is a five lane roadway that’s got access capacity, the bulk of our transportation study will be 
right at the intersections.  As you know this is US 20, it was the main route between Cleveland and 
Buffalo and one point before the interstates.  We’ve got excess retail space there; excess retail zoning 
perhaps.  I think one of the approaches we’ll take is looking at the retail we have, where it could be most 
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feasibly concentrated in strategic intersections and ways that we could enhance those intersections so that 
folks in the neighborhoods, whether on foot, by bike or by car, can best access those retail locations. 
 
Councilman Langman – What is the contingency funding in case we don’t get the grant? 
 
Mr. Sonnhalter – This is one program that NOACA offers.  There are a few more.  One is the 
neighborhood links program and the other is more of a technically based planning service that they offer.  
They would be very good at crunching numbers for us.  They would be very good at making specific 
traffic improvements, but that’s as far as it would go.  We wouldn’t be getting any aesthetic 
recommendations.  No land use or zoning recommendations.  I think this approach through the TLCI 
program is the most comprehensive we can do.  If we’re unsuccessful in getting this grant award, we’ll be 
looking at every other opportunity. 
 
Councilman Langman- But we’re not currently thinking right now that the city would step in and fund the 
entire amount in case we didn’t get the grant, is that correct, is that my understanding? 
 
Director Pietravoia – What we’re looking at is the possibility to supplement the efforts of the County 
Planning Commission and others with our block grant dollars.  As we go through our budget hearings 
you’ll see that at least we’ve proposed initially to bring some of the staff back to general fund at least in 
part that had gone completely to block grant and that would free us some dollars to allow us to undertake 
a planning study like this.  Not to the same level that NOACA would be able to fund it, but sufficient to 
retain a consultant in addition to the help we would be able to get from the County.  We’ve also discussed 
this afternoon at our Director’s meeting with Director Brett, he’s aware of some other potential funding 
through the County Planning Commission and we’re going to look at that potential as well. 
 
Councilman Langman – I would only suggest that we all add our names to this legislation, it is 
worthwhile. 
 
Councilwoman Scarniench – I want to thank Director Pietravoia and Mr. Sonnhalter for helping us.  This 
all started one Saturday morning we sat down at McDonald’s the three of us and said okay what are we 
going to do and we started brainstorming.  Now it is time to do some action.  I think the TLCI is a great 
way to go after this because anybody who travels down Euclid Ave., there is a portion of Euclid Ave. that 
you can’t travel down.  You have to walk in the street because there is no sidewalk.  It is a dangerous area 
and it is the only one left from, I don’t know where, I can’t even imagine where there’s another place 
where you have to walk in the street.  For three years I have heard that from different residents.  I watched 
the kids, I watch adults that are on that side of the street and they are walking in the street which is very 
dangerous.  I’m hoping that alone will help make their decision that this is the right time to give us some 
more money.  Thank you very much. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – To Mr. Sonnhalter, according to the ordinance, there’s a 20% matching fee from 
the city on the $75,000 is that correct?  That amounts to be about $18,000 is that correct? 
 
Mr. Sonnhalter – That is correct, the amount should be $18,750.   
 
Councilman O’Neill – It is not free but it is a very nominal fee compared to what we get. 
 
Mr. Sonnhalter – This is a reimbursable grant, 80/20 split so we’d be getting 80% of the funds back. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – As a ward person who represents the downtown area, who has gotten a lot of 
money through NOACA and the Block Grant money, I support this legislation because I think it is time 
that we do start looking at the Euclid Avenue area and it is still part of the City of Euclid even though it is 
the other side of the freeway, it is not the north and the south, it is still part of Euclid and it is a viable area 
in the City and I support this legislation. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – First of all, I would like to say I support it too.  The other question is, where do we 
have citizens walking out in the street because there is no sidewalk?  If we do, why can’t we put a 
sidewalk in? 
 
Councilwoman Scarniench – Do you know where Aljer Manor is?  You know where the driveway for the 
Manor is.  Across the street is the Aljer Manor and right next to that is a piece of property that the hill 
actually comes up to the street.  So the people have to walk.  I wouldn’t even guess a quarter of a mile, 
there is no place to walk because it is a hill.   
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Councilman Van Ho – Can’t we look at that and somehow do it?  It would be one thing if they were 
walking out on the street on some side street but Euclid Ave. tends to be one of our two main streets, that 
and Lake Shore Blvd.  I would think that we don’t want people dodging cars, or is that to simplistic of a 
statement? 
 
Councilman O’Neill – I’m not real familiar with that area but is there a sidewalk on the other side of the 
street that you can cross and walk down the sidewalk?  So there is a sidewalk available? 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – We’re not going to solve that tonight.  We will work on that through the 
plan.   
 
Councilman Wojtila – I fully support this but Section 4 does say that the Mayor can solicit bids and enter 
into contracts.  I would just hope if we are fortunate to get the grant that you’d also come to us before 
you’d enter into agreements on using the money. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – As stated and it is written in record, I do support this.  I’m looking forward to any 
opportunity for the city to enhance its vision for the city and also to improve the areas that are basically 
going through some transitional changes.  I think applying for this grant is necessary and I’m looking 
forward to us receiving it and I’m looking forward to us being able to put out RFP’s, to receive services 
so that we can being to address Euclid Ave. and all parts of Euclid in any way possible to address the 
concerns of our citizens across the city is necessary.  I’m very much in support of this and I want to thank 
Director Pietravoia and his staff for meeting with us on three different occasions to discuss these 
particular issues and come up with a transitional plan upon receipt of this grant, I’m thinking positive.  
Thank you. 
 
Councilman Gilliham moved to close debate, Councilman Van Ho seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Roll Call:  Yeas:  Gilliham, Scarniench, Jones, O’Neill, Wojtila, Langman, Van Ho, Holzheimer Gail. 
Passed. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – That completes legislation and brings us to the Committee of the Whole, the 
public portion.  This is where you may speak to anything for the good of the city.  Please state your name 
and address for the record. 
 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 
Mr. Jeffrey Beck – 25540 Chatworth Drive.  I have a few issues to speak to this evening, the first is leaf 
pick up.  I was a little dismayed at the last Council meeting when I heard the Service Director state that 
$70,000 was cut from overtime which limited the leaf pick up this fall.  I know the city is tight on money, 
but it seems that funds are always available to support the Shore office building.  It seems clear to me that 
the city has its priorities backwards.  All the residents suffer on this basic city service while the city funds 
Shore to benefit a few. 
 I was equally dismayed when the leaf pick up truck came down my street Sunday night.  As long as 
I’ve been around I’ve been told that leaf pick up has to stop after the snow falls since the snow could 
damage the mulch mechanism in the truck.  I watched as two employees struggled to rake snow and 
leaves into the truck.  They were only partially successfully.  I and my neighbor still have a lot of leaves 
that were left on the tree lawn.  I don’t blame the workers as I watch them and they really were clearly 
doing the best they could.  I really question the person who put them out there.  Why send them out there 
to do a half-baked job and do we now have a truck that will need costly repair work?  I hope not. 
 I’d also like to call out the idiots who went around Friday night and stole and/or damaged front lawn 
holiday decorations in this city.  Good friends of mine had their snowman stolen.  A decoration that had 
been used for over 20 years.  They stated to me that they will no longer decorate their house for the 
holidays.  The City is a little poorer today for the actions of an idiotic few.  My Christmas wish is that 
they get caught and spend the day in jail, it would serve them right. 
 On the land swap.  I know that the land swap has to go through.  I voted for the school levy but as a 
taxpayer and a resident, I just want to make sure that we got a good deal.  If the Erwine land is worth so 
much more than the Glenbrook land than a cost basis should have been established so that any funds we 
pay out would have been based upon selling it for more than the net cost basis.  As it stands, the way it 
was done, it is like if I gave you a $20 bill and you gave me a $20 bill and I got to keep mine, but if you 
spent yours, you have to give me back ten bucks.  That’s not a fair deal and never will be.  Thank you. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Director Smith, do you want to comment on the leaf collection? 
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Director Smith – It is my understanding from talking to Supt. Reese that this is certainly not the first year 
that leaf collection has spilled over into the winter season. It is our intention to continue with the leaf pick 
up.  We’ve completed the Friday section, the crew was back into the Monday section and they will 
continue until a final sweep of the city is completed. 
 
Mr. Willie Brown – 26241 Lake Shore Blvd.  The statement that I am about to read has been, is signed 
and or supported by some city of Euclid elected officials, city employees, members of appointed boards 
and commissions, business owners, members of the religious community and other professionals and 
residents. 
 To Mayor Bill Cervenik and City Council.  On November 17, 2010 Channel 19 news reported 
pictures of Hitler and a noose were found on display in a public building in Euclid, Orr ice arena.  They 
also played an audio recording of a white candidate for city council congratulating the winning white 
candidate for his victory and for not being Black.   
 Again we are subject to an incident that is painful and insensitive to members of Euclid’s African-
American population and embarrassing to all Euclid residents.  Euclid has been chastised by the federal 
government for not addressing issues that impact African-American’s existence in this city.  Whether the 
issue was fair housing, hiring practices, Providence Church or recently the Department of Justice lawsuit 
regarding violations of the Voting Rights Act relative to City Council and the Board of Education.  The 
implications are indifference and a lack of sensitivity to the feelings of the Euclid African-American 
community. 
 We are here today to express our discontent with the number and frequency of occurrences; more 
importantly we’re here to express our frustration with our elected leaders.  After the airing of the report on 
Channel 19, it would have been encouraging to see a strong public condemnation of this type of 
occurrence.  Only Councilman Gilliham was interviewed by Channel 19, expressed disgust.   
 As African-American residents we wanted to know where you stand and more importantly what do 
you plan to do to combat bigotry and ignorance in our city?  It is disturbing to know that city workers 
view the offensive displays and none chose to report them or speak out.  It is inexcusable that elected 
officials were aware of the audio message for two years and did not publicly speak out or chastise the 
culprit that left the bigoted message.   
 To add insult to injury the same culprit is pictured in the December 4th edition of the Plain Dealer 
speaking to East Tech High School students about racism that Jesse Owens experienced in the 1936 
Olympics.  In these situations, silence is not golden and will not make the problem go away.  Doing 
nothing is not the solution or an acceptable option.  We believe in Euclid but our elected officials need to 
acknowledge that our city has problems that must be addressed, resolved and results presented publicly.  
We expect that elected officials and all city workers at all levels be held accountable.  African-American 
residents are prepared to work with our elected leaders to address how we move forward as a city that 
embraces diversity and inclusion.  We are prepared to present ways to move toward real solutions, not 
more of the same window dressing we have seen in the past.  Obviously what has been tried in the past 
has not worked or we would not be here today discussing this. 
 I’m sure this has to be offensive to members of our Jewish community as well, to see a picture of 
Adolph Hitler displayed in a public building.  This is not an African-American issue, it is not a Jewish 
issue, it is a Euclid issue. These types of acts and those who perpetrate them should not define who we are 
as a city.  It is time to stop ignoring the problem in hopes that it would just disappear.  It is time for all 
people of good conscience to step up to the plate and address these issues so our city does not continue to 
be painted in this type of a light.   
 
Mayor Cervenik – A number of the items that the speaker presented are, some things are out of our 
control.  I was publicly, I publicly condemned the picture of Hitler.  I can’t help that Channel 19 did not 
play the 10 minutes of our conversation.  I do believe it did play that I was very disappointed and when 
we did get to the Zamboni room that the picture and allegedly the noose, which we’re not sure was a 
noose, was gone.  Those types of items, there’s no place for them at all.  You’re right, it is not an African-
American, a Jewish issue at all.  It should offend every single human being in this community and in 
northeastern Ohio. 
 I can tell you that if we do want to work together and by the way, the speaker’s appearance tonight 
and what he was to say, was no surprise to me.  I had heard a number of days ago that it was coming up. 
There’s been a number of meetings with some people that appear to hold positions of leadership but fail 
as far as I’m concerned, very much in being leaders.  My door is always open.  If the group of people that 
signed this petition were serious about having Euclid brought to a better light rather than bring up another 
instance of embarrassment, they had the ability to walk into my office at any time. I offer that now. 
 For those on your committee that want to make Euclid a better place, please join me.  I have sent out 
to every single church, pastor and congregation in and around the City of Euclid, a questionnaire and a 
survey asking them to fill it out and bring it back so that I can hold a meeting with the churches and the 
congregations and other non-profit organizations in this community to find ways to fight and find ways to 
resolve the issues that were brought up tonight.   
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 But petitions and no open conversation with the Mayor, as the chief elected officer and administrator 
of the city, is not going to help us one bit.  I think my past record shows that I have gone out of my way to 
make sure that this is an open community, to make sure that this is a welcoming community, to make sure 
this is a diverse community.  I nearly lost my job on two different occasions for my support of issues such 
as the ability of Providence Baptist Church to move into our community and have their sanctuary here and 
to help the youth of our community.  I was put in a very, very awkward position of being the Mayor of a 
community and hoping that I lost a law suit when the United States Department of Justice told us that our 
way of elections was against the voters rights act.  
  I think my examples in past and present have shown that I am dedicated.  I think many of the actions 
of city council, past and present have shown that they’re dedicated to making this an open community to 
do whatever we need to do to achieve what I think are some of the goals that you brought up tonight.  It is 
not going to be done with petitions and secret meetings.  It is going to be done working together and all 
going for the same goal.  You’ve got my commitment to do that and I hope I have yours.  Thank you. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Seeing no other comments we’ll move forward with Council Members’ 
comments and Councilwoman Jones you are first. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – First of all I would like to thank Euclid Hill Villa group for their holiday dinner 
invitation, I went to on Saturday and it was a very nice event.  The community room was very well 
decorated for the holiday festivities.  The food was catered by Tizzano’s and they food is always good, so 
that was a nice thing.  It was a nice evening of enjoyment and live music.  I want to thank them for the 
invitation and the Mayor also showed up as well.  Thank you to Euclid Hill Villa for that event. 
 I also want to say congratulations to Kathy Will on her new venture that she’ll be starting.  I had a 
little chit-chat with you the other day about some of your ideas, they sound like they’re going to be very 
nice and look forward to seeing them.  The residents at Euclid Hill Villa that do go to the Senior Center 
are looking forward to those as well. 
 I am looking forward to the Euclid Avenue plan and development and hoping that we get the 
NOACA grant to be able to move forward with that.  Director Smith, you answered the question I had 
about the leaf pick up.  I had a call from a resident who was concerned about the leaves that weren’t 
picked up and I understand the snow and everything, but now they’re all mixed in with the snow and ice 
and when the snow plows go down the street, for those leaves that were in the street, which they shouldn’t 
have been, but now they’re being pushed down the street and those bundles are getting dispersed amongst 
the rest of the neighborhood. 
 I do have a question about recycling.  I received a call from a resident about recycling.  The 
recycling that was supposedly picked up today, is there a certain time that recycling pick up stops?  Up 
around Chatworth, parts of it, looks like Chatworth was picked up but then the streets on Braeburn, 
Brookdale, Breckinridge and Kapel, the recycling wasn’t picked up.  I’m just wondering if there is a 
certain time that they stop the recycling pick up?  For those residents that may take their bins in, and their 
trash is not until the next week, are they holding those for another week, as far as their recycling goes? 
 
Director Smith – Two answers to the question.  First we made an adjustment in the collection hours, we 
currently start at 8:30 with the pick up.  Now that the crew has had some opportunity to get acquainted 
with the routes and some experience, during the first week, some of the nights did spill over into the 
second day’s collection.  We’re currently on track where each night it will be collected on the same day as 
garbage collection.  I think that will be from this point forward. 
Tonight with some of the weather that had an impact, collection was probably going to last until 7:00.  I 
would not necessarily encourage anyone to take it in because we have had a lot of calls that someone 
picked the garbage up but they forgot the recyclables, we just haven’t made it there yet.  I know with 
some additional time and with some additional experience, we will definitely be within the collection 
hours. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – Those that were supposed to be picked up today, they should leave it out? 
 
Director Smith – They will be picked up today, or has been. 
 
Councilwoman Jones – On my way here this evening, I was a little bit late leaving work, on my way here 
I did come down some of those streets and it was after 7:00 they hadn’t been picked up yet.  I’m just 
wondering, should they still leave it out for pick up tomorrow or do they bring it back in for pick up next 
week? 
 
Director Smith – If it has not been picked up, leave it out and it will be collected. 
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Councilwoman Jones – Director Smith maybe you or Mr. Bock can answer this question.  276th and Mills, 
I know 276 is going through the waterline replacement, but 276th and Mills has had a puddle of water 
there, I think it was a couple of days it was drained up and cleared out.  But now it is there again.  With 
the ice build up and the snow that we had, it is making the road hazardous to drive on.  I was just 
wondering what was the source of that water puddles are and can we get that cleared up sometime soon? 
 
Director Smith – I’ll check on the status, I know that we’ve had one complaint already from yourself.  
The Streets Dept. went out and cleared the ice, but apparently the problem isn’t solved so I will again 
dispatch them to the site and we’ll try to find out what the problem is because I’m not familiar. 
 
Asst. Director Bock – What’s happened is the waterline is going through the testing period and they’re 
flushing the line and there’s a build up of ice and so forth.  I talked to the contractor this evening and his 
crew will be there in the morning and should be able to clean that up.  With the recycling, the truck left 
off on Chatworth this evening, in order to go dump it was full.  They went back after dumping and 
everything is picked up at this time. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – Before I run out of time, I want to wish everybody a Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year and Happy Holidays, just in case I run out of time. 
 I just want to briefly address the one speaker regarding the offensive materials that allegedly were at 
C. E. Orr arena.  I didn’t see them personally but I’ve been a police officer long enough to know that I 
reserve comment until the investigation is complete and all the facts are presented.  If in fact what 
happened, happened, I do find it offensive and I want to say that publicly.  I think there was an incident 
recently in Cleveland where some folks, some politicians had rushed to judgment and made public 
statements and they were wrong and an apology had to be made.  I hold off before I make a statement 
until I get all the facts.   
 To the Mayor, is it too early to report on the income tax paid by Lincoln Electric, or should we hold 
off on that until the budget? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – Lincoln Electric’s bonus, the tax dollars the City will receive in January will be 
approximately $1.1 million according to company officials.  That will be approximately $400,000 in 
excess of what we received in January 2010.  That’s good news, but on the bad side there’s already 
discussion about the new State budget is going to greatly reduce our local government funds, as much as 
15-25%, which could be $750,000 and a few other things as well.  Although it is good news, we will be 
presenting a very cautious 2011 budget. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – While I have you Mayor, you were talking about the garbage collection fee being 
$108 a year on your tax bill.  I think you failed also to mention the street lighting fee, so from the $108 it 
adds another $4 a month on top of that. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – For a $100,000 home it is approximately $4.38 a month. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – It is $54 a half for the garbage collection and another $4 a month for street lighting. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – For the first half, it is shown, both of those charges are combined in one line.  It isn’t 
broken out on your tax bill, street lighting collections.  It just says special assessment.  If you go on line, 
you can go in and see the break down of your bill. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – I just want to make the residents know it is $108 a year for garbage collection plus 
the street lighting fee. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – Unless you’re a senior, you get $2 off a month. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – I would remind the residents and the commercial properties that have people who 
remove the snow commercially that they are not to block the intersections to impede the sidewalks and 
the right of ways.  Especially in the commercial areas along Lake Shore Blvd. and other areas where 
sometimes people are forced to walk around the piles of snow and into the street which makes an unsafe 
practice for not only the pedestrian but also the driver.  We’re getting close to the end of the Holiday 
season, so those last minute purchases you made for gifts, I would remind you to put those packages in 
the trunk of your car, cover them with a blanket if you don’t have a trunk, don’t leave them in plain view; 
purses as well.  If you’re not going to carry your purse with you into the establishment, hide it so that it is 
not in plain view, it makes for a good target for somebody who wants to smash and grab.   
 To Director Frey, or possibly Director Smith, the plowers in the city, are they required to be 
permitted by the City in order to do private property as well as commercial properties? 
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Director Smith – They are permitted, bonded and insured. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – I’ll just remind the residents that if you have a plower doing your driveway that by 
city ordinance they are required to list themselves with the city and permitted to do that job.  Also one 
more thing, Director Smith, I have a resident that I know he received a container, unfortunately he did the 
say day I did, he wasn’t home and it was one of those continuous 40 mph blows out of the Lake and his 
container disappeared.  Where could he go to get another container? 
 
Director Smith – If they are to call the Service Dept. and we’ll put them on the list to get them another 
container.  We currently don’t have any but they are on order, so we’ll have some spares. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – I’ve have some residents that stated the container they receive may not be big 
enough for their recycling, which is a good thing.  Can they use another type of plastic container and put it 
right next to the yellow container that we supply and make that part of the recyclables? 
 
Director Smith – That is correct, there is no problem with an additional container or bags, as long as the 
crews can differentiate between the solid waste and the recyclables.   
 
Councilman O’Neill – Thank you and Happy Holidays. 
 
Councilman Wojtila – An update on the Service Committee meeting.  As you may recall we were 
supposed to have a meeting on December 13th, a week ago today.  That was cancelled about 3-4 days 
prior as the representative from Maximus was unable to attend.  We really have three things that we’re 
looking at covering in the Service Committee Meeting.  One would be the long term control plan and 
that’s primarily with the representative from CT; the second item is the Maximus report and that’s the 
Maximus company, that was the gentleman that couldn’t attend.  We also have the Consent Decree that 
was not going to be discussed last week because we weren’t far enough along on that.  So the bad side is 
we didn’t have the meeting, the good side is that when it gets rescheduled hopefully we’ll be far enough 
along in the Consent Decree that we’ll be able to talk about all three of those items and we’re hoping to 
have that in January but we’ll have to see how the response from the EPA comes on the Consent Decree.  
Look forward to that announcement probably not until the first meeting in January.   
 That’s all I have other than to wish everybody a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. 
 
Councilman Langman – I will address some of the comments that the resident made only because it is a 
very serious matter.  Personally if Channel 19 would have called me, I would have commented on the 
story that they had run.  They did not call me.  As a Jewish member of Council, the allegations I take very 
seriously especially when I get phone calls from elderly residents asking me if we have Nazis working for 
the city. 
 The Mayor and I, we don’t agree on a whole lot; we agree on some things, but I don’t doubt for one 
second that if he knew about this any earlier that he would not tolerate that, he would have taken steps to 
correct the matter immediately and that goes for Director Will.  Yes, this community has gone through a 
lot of different issues over the past several years, but I’ve always strived to do my best to keep race out of 
it.  It is a very serious charge to tar somebody with anti-Semitic or racial tag.  Yes, Provident Baptist 
Church was a contentious issue and the voting rights violation issue was also contentious.  I will say 
again, I fully believe that the majority of our residents do not vote along racial patterns or racial 
considerations.  So I do disagree with the Mayor, I wish we would have won that law suit because of the 
very reasons I stated. I don’t believe that was the significant factor in our voting patterns. 
 Again, this community is a good one and the vast majority are fair minded and they weigh the issues 
and they vote accordingly.  Again being a Jewish member of the community, Euclid has never been a big 
Jewish community, I’ve faced very little anti-Semitism in this community; my family has not, the Jewish 
families that have lived here have not.  That doesn’t mean that we don’t have work to do, we do.  But we 
must strive so that we do not inject race into every particular issue.  
  I think on this matter I do agree with the Mayor, you have to strive to work together to work for 
understanding and I know that he supports this group and I’m a member of the BRIDGES group that 
works to enhance understanding of different cultures, different backgrounds because that is really what it 
is all about.  You can paint a broad stroke and think you know about somebody that may look different 
than you, may have a different faith, but you really don’t.  The only way you know that person is to 
engage with them, talk to them, understand where they come from.  I know our community gets a lot of 
bad raps but there are lots and lots of good citizens here and we will continue to do our best as public 
officials and as citizens to make Euclid the very best community that it can be.  But we need your help.  
We can’t do it alone.  You have to speak out too.   
 With that, Madame Chair, I’ll wish everybody a Happy Holiday and a safe and prosperous New Year 
and we have a lot of work ahead of us when we come back. 
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Councilman Van Ho – First of all I would like to wish everybody a Merry Christmas and Happy 
Holidays.  I guess first to Councilwoman Minarik, my sympathies on her loss of her close friend.  To the 
new police that we just recently saw sworn in, welcome, your services are needed in this community. 
 After I get done, could Service Director please explain the sensible salting policies.  I’m getting 
questions, once again we’re going back to Euclid back in the 50’s when everything got salted.  Some of 
the people on the side streets don’t understand.   
 To the Fire Chief, I had a chance to see the new fire engine that we just got and it is impressive.  My 
congratulations on getting the grant the first time out which you guys explained to me is rather unusual 
because it usually goes to all the rural districts first time out.  We’ve got $600,000 to help pay for it and I 
think you need to do a little bit of bragging on the fact that we got it first time in a large amount and 
maybe even some type of a Proclamation for the people who wrote the grant and shepherded it through.  
 On the prejudice issue, I share the Mayor’s sentiments as he stated and Councilman Langman, I want 
to congratulate both of you, it is one of the few times that I could agree with both of you.   
 Director Will after the first of the year I plan on being one of your best customers down at the Senior 
Center and willing to listen to all of your new ideas.  
 On recycling, one of the things that I think we need to point out is the citizens need to break down 
those boxes of their Christmas presents and get them in the recycling because the thieves go shopping the 
week after Christmas.  When they see new computer boxes or expensive things, that’s the place they’re 
going to stop.  I would just caution everybody to recycle for your own benefit.  With that I’ll say good 
night and once again hope everybody has a good Holiday Season. 
 
Director Smith – The salting procedures.  The policy was put in place because there are some 
environmental impacts associated with usage of salt.  It has been the policy where the main streets, the 
primary routes and areas of concern are focused on.  When I say the areas of concern, specifically areas 
that have hills and/or curves.  The salt application on the side streets are very limited and typically only 
apply to the intersections. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – To the resident’s comments I, too, would be very happy to meet and talk and 
work towards solutions.  As soon as we found out about the incident there was very strong condemnation 
of the alleged actions.  We did have discussions and there are policies and procedures in place to provide 
both an open, fair, comfortable work environment.  There are trainings that take place.  If that was 
something that I had seen I would not be quiet for one second about it.  It is offensive to me.  It should be 
offensive to everyone in the community. 
 Unfortunately the news stations do not always handle situations in the best light of the community 
and don’t always get every side of the story, not that there’s ever any way that that would be acceptable.  
We were not called as the Council.   
 Moving forward I think there are a number of things we can be proud of in this community and that 
I’ve been a part of through the schools, through community block clubs, through the recreation programs.  
There are so many examples of how our community has succeeded in terms of race and diversity issues.  
I’m happy to and proud to be a part of any effort of people that want to continue to work on promoting a 
strong, diverse, inclusive community.  But I do agree with the Mayor, that has to be done in the open, it 
has to be done publicly.  It has to be open and inviting to everybody who wants to participate in that.  I’m 
happy to join you in that effort. 
 I would like to congratulate Mac Stephens, Matt Mizak and Ella Modic for their recognition as 
employees and also take this opportunity to thank the other city employees who do work so hard for us 
during some difficult weather conditions for the Service Dept., the police and fire, corrections officer, 
waste water treatment who work over the Holidays and take time away from their families to keep the 
services running and to all the city staff because they do give a lot of help make our community a better 
place. 
 I also would like to welcome the new police officers, we look forward to working with them.  We 
will just remind people who want to look a little bit further ahead that we will have budget hearings on 
January 19th, January 24th and January 26th.  We will be busy as we will have a couple of other meetings 
to prepare for those budget hearings.  With that, I will wish everyone a Merry Christmas, Happy 
Hanukkah, Happy Holidays and looking forward to a happy, healthy and prosperous New Year. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – My comments will relate to all the comments by the resident on the floor.  As a 
Councilman of Ward 1, I’m identified as an African-American, but I do not support strictly the African-
American population.  But, as an African-American I find those images to be very offensive.  You do not 
have to have a racist or bigot society to have racists or bigoted outcomes.  Indifference plays a part.  Fair 
weather friends play a part and in some cases, just on an understanding of what the other culture deems to 
be insensitive.   
 I am annoyed that even though Channel 19 did not play the whole entire interview of the Mayor and 
myself, no one can identify a noose when they see one because it is listed as one of the most offensive, 
horrific things that an African-American can view.  It has been outlawed in New York and in California to 
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hold a noose with a menacing intent, with a menacing intent, it is a misdemeanor.  I recognize that Adolph 
Hitler was offensive not only to African-Americans but to the Jewish population, so I do have a problem 
with that.   
 We cannot legislate thought, but we can legislate action.  Action means that there should not have 
been any images that would offend women, or any ethnicity, or any minority in the workplace.   
 Now, what I’m about to say is going to upset some people but when they talk about, when the Mayor 
said that people should come out, Mayor Cervenik, in March 2008 the speaker and myself sat down at 
Perkins Restaurant and talked to you about a very offensive voice mail.  Do you recall that conversation? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – Madame Chairman, am I out of order by answering? 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – You may, Mayor. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – Yes, I do remember that very clearly. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – At that time the person seated in the audience and I were members or former 
members of the Charter Review Commission and we had a long discussion about how this activity could 
not exist.  I didn’t ask you for follow up information.  Neither did the person that spoke.  All I know is 
that we brought it to your attention and none of us were elected officials, we were appointed officials at 
that time.  So there is a concern that for two years that issue wasn’t addressed. 
 
Mayor Cervenik – Madame Chairman, if I was allowed to respond to one question, I do need to respond 
to that.   
 
Councilman Gilliham – Mayor, I’ll give you a chance to respond, I’m not going to take up all the time, I 
promise you, I promise you, I respect your responses.  The issue came into play that this issue didn’t 
appear to be addressed publicly.  Some African-Americans who were aware of it were very upset.  Now, 
we have an issue and some people have said an alleged picture of Adolph Hitler and an alleged noose.  
My concern is, I know for a fact that Channel 19 didn’t put it there.  So I would just ask you respectfully 
what should we do in the future when two private citizens come to you about a racial issue and we do not 
hear any response or at least see any response publicly? 
 
Mayor Cervenik – I’m not sure what the Councilman expects me to do when an allegedly bigoted person 
and he’s not a public official, makes a bigoted statement to a council person.  Those kinds of statements 
hurt me tremendously, personally, professionally and as a Euclid resident.  But his call to that council 
person, the successful candidate, from where I stood, unfortunately, was not a crime.  That person that 
made this statement, allegedly made the statement on the phone, because I don’t know if anybody did a 
voice trial, or anything else on it, has never had my support.  I do not agree with many of the things he has 
said here.  I just really don’t know what you expected me to do.  Unfortunately, or I should say 
fortunately, in this country that the very freedom that we get from the Constitution, freedom of speech, 
unfortunately allows people such as that to make those comments.  We all need to be strong enough to not 
support those comments and to educate people that those comments are hurtful, spiteful and certainly 
serve no purpose in the City of Euclid or anywhere else.  I really don’t understand what else you could 
have expected me to do.  He did not break the law, unfortunately he exercised a free speech that that flag 
and the Constitution gives it to us.  I makes my blood boil that he made those comments.  But there was 
nothing, sir, that I could do other than be sick to my stomach that it happened. 
 
Councilman Gilliham – Thank you Mayor and I agree with you, we do have freedom of speech.  But I’ll 
end it with this.  Now we have a situation where there’s potentially, I’m not going to say potentially, there 
was an image of Adolph Hitler and there was an image of a noose, now it is time that we do action 
together.  This was not a secret clandestine petition, it was an affirmation of concern, frustration and 
anger.  As an African-American I would not allow any ethnicity or any gender to suffer this and I’m not 
saying that you are, but I’m saying at this point, we do have an incident, we have an EEOC complaint by 
the worker who left the agency.  Now we have a time to come together and perform the actions that we 
feel as a city are beneficial to our growth and diversity.  
  I thank you for your comments, I just wanted to point that out that freedom of speech in one thing 
and I have no problem with that, but I will not tolerate as a citizen or an elected official or appointed 
official any images on any public property.  With that being said, I appreciate your candid conversation, 
answering it appropriately, at least for my concern.  But I feel honestly and truthfully that this is a starting 
point and this is why it was brought up.  There are people out there that are willing to work with every 
council member here, every council member, but they do not want to have to deal with continuing 
situations that make them feel uneasy and uncomfortable.  Because if that individual employee had felt 
comfortable he wouldn’t have came to me.   
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Mayor Cervenik – If I can just clarify, that individual employee worked for us for over two years.  I wish 
that employee would have been offended the first day that he saw that image.  I wish other employees 
would have been offended the first day they saw that image and not even have to call me and just take it 
down.  But I do question the fact that it took two full years to be offended at the same time.  However, 
offensive it was, I do not say allegedly, the picture of Hitler was there.  I saw a picture of it, obviously it 
was there.  I can’t speak for the noose.  The rope, the leather piece, rawhide, was right next to another 
plastic piece.  I don’t know, we will find that out.  I did not get to see those pictures, we will see them 
during the EEOC complaint.   
 No excuses.  There were employees that were avoiding me for weeks because I don’t think anybody 
around here has seen me that upset.  But I really wished that employee did not wait two years, the one 
filing the complaint, or any employee because I was told it was sitting in the corner of that bulletin board 
for over ten years.  Thank you. 
 
Councilwoman Scarniench – Thank you Madame Chairman.  I’ve already talked to Director Smith about 
snow concerns that some of the residents have, so I really don’t have anything, there is one thing.  I sent 
an email today, Mayor, about the position at the Animal Shelter.  I think I’ve spoken to most of Council 
and everybody agrees that it is important that position be filled immediately.  We had this discussion, we 
went around and around a year ago about this and it is very important that there is somebody there 
whether the shelter is open or not.  The animals that are brought in there have to be taken care of.  Jim 
leaves next week, we really need to know that there’s somebody there that is going to be taking care of 
those animals.  I hope we can come to an agreement about that pretty quick and get somebody hired to do 
that job. 
 I wasn’t going to say anything, but all I’m going to say is, I remember when my children went to 
school, they went to Indian Hills.  There was a suit that was brought up that said, I’m sorry they were at 
Thomas Jefferson.  I was the President of the PTA at that time.  They wanted to close our school because 
they said it wasn’t diverse, it was all minorities and the rest of the school system was not that way.  We 
fought, we kept Thomas Jefferson open.  My kids ended up having to go to Indian Hills.  The first week 
that Michael was in school, he came home really distraught all the time and I asked him what’s the 
problem and he goes I don’t understand why nobody likes my friends.  I go what are you talking about 
and it took me a little bit.  Because the kids from Indian Hills were all white and his friends from Thomas 
Jefferson were African-American.  I explained the whole thing, I said you were brought up in a way that 
we are all created equal by God; if you have a bag over your head, if you are blind you don’t know who is 
next to you, you like people for who they are and what they can do for you.  About a week later 
everything was fine and I said how are things going and he goes, oh it is great Mom, white kids are 
fighting with white kids and the African-Americans are fighting with themselves.  That’s how I brought 
my kids up. 
 When this whole incident happened I called the Mayor and said what is going on and he told me 
about the employee and what happened.  I saw it on the news, I couldn’t believe I saw it on the news.  But 
the playing of that tape which was two years old was just wrong.  That was one person that we all know is 
very bigoted.  But to portray that other people in this city feel that way was incorrect.  I don’t feel that 
way, my colleagues don’t feel that way, I know the Mayor doesn’t feel that way.  It shouldn’t have 
happened.  It shouldn’t have happened.  That picture and that noose, if it was a noose, I think it was a key 
chain because anybody who knows how key chains work, they twist around when you take anything off 
and it is always twisted.  I can’t say it because I didn’t see it.  I only saw that it was on TV and I was 
appalled by it.  Like the Mayor said, it took two years for this gentleman to make a complaint.  He should 
have made it right away.  It wasn’t acceptable then, it should never have been acceptable.  This bulletin 
board was in a place that public people don’t ever see, most people don’t ever see it, so we wouldn’t have 
known about it.  I guaranty if I would have known about it, it would have been gone and someone would 
have had to answer to it.  On that note, Merry Christmas everybody and a happy and healthy New Year. 
 
Councilman Langman – Madame Chair, point of order.  I don’t know exactly what person the 
Councilwoman was referring to, but I don’t think we should let stand the statement that we all know that 
the person’s bigoted.  I think that goes against everything that I was trying to say.  You can’t simply paint 
somebody that way over one incident.  I’m not sure who you are referring to, although I have a pretty 
good idea, but I haven’t heard this tape and I know people say it is out there.  But my point is that I don’t 
think we should make these kind of blanket statements about a private resident.  I’m not sure how that 
works, but I hope we can strike that from the record. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – I don’t know how that works, can we strike it from the record?  It is out of 
order, it can be deleted from the, it wasn’t a personal, I don’t know, I’ve never heard the tape either, but 
we will find that out and if so remove it from the tape. 
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Councilman Langman – Again, we just talked about tolerance and not labeling people with a broad brush 
so we have to practice what we preach.  We can’t go around saying well this person I think is this or we 
know this person.  We don’t know.  We have to be better than that. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Very good.  We will all look forward to a new year, positive things here in 
the city.  We’re working hard together and we all have pledged to work together to make this community 
a better place so we look forward to that.  Happy New Year everyone. 
 

ADJOURNMENT 
Councilman Gilliham moved to adjourn.  Councilwoman Scarniench seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Attest: 
 
 
__________________________  ______________________________________ 
Clerk of Council    President of Council 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


